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Description

Title of Invention: SCHEDULING METHOD AND APPARATUS

FOR BEAMFORMING IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM
Technical Field

[1] The present disclosure relates to a scheduling method and apparatus for beamforming

in a mobile communication system.

Background Art
[2] With the evolution of mobile communication, methods for increasing the data

transfer rate have been studied. Technologies for increasing the data transfer rate may

include a method of increasing the bandwidth of a signal, a method of increasing the

transmit power, a method of increasing a signal-to-noise ratio at a receiver despite the

use of the same transmit power, a method of simultaneously transmitting and receiving

a plurality of data using a plurality of antennas, and the like.

[3] As a specific example, the recently commercialized 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) Long-Term Evolution (LTE) communication system may increase the

data transfer rate by transmitting and receiving signals in accordance with the Or

thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme using a plurality of

antennas. Technologies applied to increase the data transfer rate may include Multi-

Input Multi-Output (MIMO) technology in which each of a transmitter and a receiver

has a plurality of antennas, and simultaneously transmits modulation symbols via a

plurality of antennas at the position of the same OFDM subcarrier, Single-User Multi-

Input Multi-Output (SU-MIMO) technology in which a transmitter transmits signals to

one receiver using a plurality of transmit antennas, and digital precoding technology in

which, when one modulation symbol is transmitted to one receiver using a plurality of

transmit antenna, an appropriate weight is multiplied by a modulation symbol

transmitted via each transmit antenna. As another technology, there is Multi-User

Multi- Input Multi-Output (MU-MIMO) technology in which when a transmitter sim ul

taneously transmits modulation symbols to a plurality of receivers using a plurality of

transmit antennas, a receiver receives only the desired symbols by applying a precoder

value which is selected to maximize the magnitude of the signal that the receiver

desires to receive, and to minimize the magnitude of interference signals.

[4] Generally, in the LTE system having a plurality of antennas, in order for signals to be

transmitted and received at any location in the cell, the beam width of each antenna of

a transmitter may be set very wide in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the antenna

gain used in the LTE system may be limited. In order to address these disadvantages, a



scheme (hereinafter referred to as 'analog beamforming technology') has been in

troduced in which the entire beam width of an antenna is divided into narrow beam

widths, and a plurality of beams corresponding thereto are formed. In addition, digital

beamforming technology is also used in which when signals are simultaneously

transmitted and received via a plurality of beams, the above-described digital

precoding is additionally applied.

[5] The above information is presented as background information only to assist with an

understanding of the present disclosure. No determination has been made, and no

assertion is made, as to whether any of the above might be applicable as prior art with

regard to the present disclosure.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[6] When the above-described analog beamforming technology is applied, a Base Station

(BS) (also known as an evolved Node B (eNB)) and a Mobile Station (MS) (also

known as a User Equipment (UE)) of the communication system may use a plurality of

beams. In this case, there is a need for a process of selecting the optimal beam com

bination by performing channel estimation on combinations of beams for each of a

plurality of antennas mounted on the BS and beams for each of a plurality of antennas

mounted on the MS, for each of a DownLink (DL) and an UpLink (UL). Thus, when

the typical analog beamforming is used, the time may be delayed and the resources

may be wasted due to the process of selecting the optimal beam combination.

Solution to Problem
[7] Aspects of the present disclosure are to address at least the above-mentioned

problems and/or disadvantages and to provide at least the advantages described below.

Accordingly, an aspect of the present disclosure is to provide a scheduling method and

apparatus for reducing the time and resources required to select an optimal beam com

bination in a mobile communication system to which analog beamforming is applied.

[8] Another aspect of the present disclosure is to provide a scheduling method and

apparatus for determining whether to additionally apply digital precoding to the analog

beamforming based on the results of channel estimation that is performed considering

the mobility, in order to take the mobility of Mobile Stations (MSs) into consideration.

[9] In accordance with an aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling method for

beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The scheduling method

includes determining whether to transmit an aperiodic second training signal, using

first feedback information for a first training signal that is periodically transmitted, the

first feedback information being received from at least one Mobile Station (MS), and,

upon determining to transmit the second training signal, transmitting the second



training signal to MSs selected using the first feedback information, and performing

scheduling on DownLink (DL) data based on second feedback information for the

received second training signal.

] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling method for

beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The scheduling method

includes after transmitting, to a Base Station (BS), first feedback information about

channel measurement of a first training signal that is periodically transmitted from the

BS, waiting for reception of a second training signal that is aperiodically transmitted

via a receive antenna and a receive beam corresponding to first indication information

generated based on the first feedback information, and, after transmitting second

feedback information about channel measurement of the second training signal to the

BS, receiving second indication information including a final path for DL data, which

is scheduled based on the second feedback information.

] In accordance with further another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling

method for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The

scheduling method includes determining whether to transmit an aperiodic second

training signal, based on a channel measurement value for a first training signal that is

periodically transmitted from at least one MS, upon determining to transmit the second

training signal, transmitting indication information for at least one candidate path

selected based on the channel value, to MSs included in the at least one candidate path,

and, upon receiving the aperiodic second training signal from the MSs, allocating

resources and a final path to be used to transmit UL data based on a channel mea

surement value for the second training signal.

] In accordance with yet another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling method

for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The scheduling

method includes after periodically transmitting a first training signal, receiving, from a

BS, first indication information for at least one candidate path selected based on a

channel measurement value for the first training signal, transmitting an aperiodic

second training signal with the BS's receive antenna and a receive beam via a transmit

beam of a transmit antenna corresponding to the first indication information, and after

receiving, from the BS, a second indication information for resources and a final path

allocated based on a channel measurement value of the second training signal,

transmitting UL data via the final path.

] In accordance with still another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling

apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The

scheduling apparatus includes a transceiver configured to receive first feedback in

formation for a first training signal that is periodically transmitted from at least one

MS, a controller configured to determine whether to transmit an aperiodic second



training signal, using the first feedback information, and, upon determining to transmit

the second training signal, to transmit the second training signal to MSs selected using

the first feedback information, and to perform scheduling on DL data based on second

feedback information for the received second training signal.

[14] In accordance with still another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling

apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The

scheduling apparatus includes a controller configured to control a transceiver to

transmit, to a BS, first feedback information about channel measurement of a first

training signal that is periodically transmitted from the BS, and to wait for reception of

a second training signal that is aperiodically transmitted via a receive antenna and a

receive beam corresponding to first indication information generated based on the first

feedback information, and the transceiver configured to, after transmitting second

feedback information about channel measurement of the second training signal to the

BS, receive, under control of the controller, second indication information including a

final path for DL data, which is scheduled based on the second feedback information.

[15] In accordance with still another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling

apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The

scheduling apparatus includes a controller configured to determine whether to transmit

an aperiodic second training signal, based on a channel measurement value for a first

training signal that is periodically transmitted from at least one MS, and, upon de

termining to transmit the second training signal, to control a transceiver to transmit in

dication information for at least one candidate path selected based on the channel value

to MSs included in the at least one candidate path, and upon receiving the aperiodic

second training signal from the MSs, to allocate resources and a final path to be used to

transmit UL data based on a channel measurement value for the second training signal.

[16] In accordance with still another aspect of the present disclosure, a scheduling

apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication system is provided. The

scheduling apparatus includes a transceiver configured to, after periodically

transmitting a first training signal, receive, from a BS, first indication information for

at least one candidate path selected based on a channel measurement value for the first

training signal, and to transmit an aperiodic second training signal with the BS's

receive antenna and a receive beam via a transmit beam of a transmit antenna corre

sponding to the first indication information, and a controller configured to control the

transceiver to, after receiving from the BS a second indication information for

resources and a final path allocated based on a channel measurement value of the

second training signal, transmit UL data via the final path.

[17] Other aspects, advantages, and salient features of the disclosure will become apparent

to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description, which, taken in con-



junction with the annexed drawings, discloses various embodiments of the present

disclosure.

Brief Description of Drawings
[18] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of certain embodiments of the

present disclosure will be more apparent from the following description taken in con

junction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[19] FIG. 1 illustrates a horn antenna that is an example of an antenna to which analog

beamforming is applied according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[20] FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate another example of an antenna to which analog

beamforming is applied according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[21] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of an array antenna, such as the antenna array in

FIGS. 2a and 2b, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[22] FIG. 4a is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of

determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a DownLink (DL) according to a first

embodiment of the present disclosure;

[23] FIG. 4b is a signaling diagram illustrating another example of a scheduling operation

of determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a DL according to a first em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[24] FIG. 5a is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of

determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UpLink (UL) according to a second

embodiment of the present disclosure;

[25] FIG. 5b is a signaling diagram illustrating another example of a scheduling operation

of determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UL according to a second em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[26] FIG. 6 is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of de

termining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UL based on feedback information of a

DL training signal according to a third embodiment of the present disclosure;

[27] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) training signal designed according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure;

[28] FIG. 8 illustrates another example of an OFDM training signal designed according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[29] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of generating and transmitting/

receiving a training signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[30] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a beamforming transmitter according to an em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[31] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a beamforming receiver according to an embodiment



of the present disclosure;
[32] FIG. 12 illustrates a structure of an apparatus for a Base Station (BS) or a Mobile

Station (MS) according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[33] FIG. 13a illustrates an example of a DL frame structure according to an embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[34] FIG. 13b illustrates an example of a method of switching transmit beams of a BS and

receive beams of an MS for transmission/reception of a first DL training signal in a DL

frame structure according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[35] FIG. 14a illustrates an example of a UL frame structure according to an embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[36] FIG. 14b illustrates an example of a method of switching receive beams of a BS and

transmit beams of an MS for transmission/reception of a first UL training signal in a

UL frame structure according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[37] FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a case in which a Time Division Duplexing (TDD)

scheme is applied in a frame structure according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure;

[38] FIG. 16a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the first em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[39] FIG. 16b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the first em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[40] FIG. 17a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the second

embodiment of the present disclosure;

[41] FIG. 17b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the second em

bodiment of the present disclosure;

[42] FIG. 18a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the third em

bodiment of the present disclosure; and

[43] FIG. 18b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the third em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[44] Throughout the drawings, like reference numerals will be understood to refer to like

parts, components, and structures.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[45] The following description with reference to the accompanying drawings is provided

to assist in a comprehensive understanding of various embodiments of the present

disclosure as defined by the claims and their equivalents. It includes various specific

details to assist in that understanding but these are to be regarded as merely exemplary.

Accordingly, those of ordinary skilled in the art will recognize that various changes

and modifications of the various embodiments described herein can be made without



departing from the scope and spirit of the present disclosure. In addition, descriptions

of well-known functions and constructions may be omitted for clarity and conciseness.

[46] The terms and words used in the following description and claims are not limited to

the bibliographical meanings, but, are merely used by the inventor to enable a clear and

consistent understanding of the present disclosure. Accordingly, it should be apparent

to those skilled in the art that the following description of various embodiments of the

present disclosure is provided for illustration purpose only and not for the purpose of

limiting the present disclosure as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

[47] It is to be understood that the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural

referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to

"a component surface" includes reference to one or more of such surfaces.

[48] By the term "substantially" it is meant that the recited characteristic, parameter, or

value need not be achieved exactly, but that deviations or variations, including for

example, tolerances, measurement error, measurement accuracy limitations and other

factors known to those of skill in the art, may occur in amounts that do not preclude the

effect the characteristic was intended to provide.

[49] As a type of analog beamforming scheme, there is a scheme of selecting optimal

beams through a 2-step training process that uses wide beams and narrow beams. As a

specific example thereof, a one-to-one communication environment between Mobile

Stations (MSs) in the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standard will be

considered. In this case, a transmitting MS may transmit a training signal using each of

wide beams. The transmitting MS may repeat its transmission of a training signal for

each wide beam until a response signal is received from a receiving MS, because the

transmitting MS cannot determine the exact location of the receiving MS. Thereafter, if

the receiving MS receives the training signal, the receiving MS may detect a wide

transmit beam which is optimal for the receiving MS itself, among the wide transmit

beams of the transmitting MS, and transmit information about the detected wide

transmit beam to the transmitting MS. In response, the transmitting MS may re

transmit a training signal via narrow beams obtained by dividing the selected wide

transmit beam into narrow transmit beams at predetermined intervals. Upon receiving a

training signal that is transmitted via the narrow beams, the receiving MS may select

an optimal narrow beam among the narrow beams via which the training signal is

received, and provide information about the selected optimal narrow beam to the

transmitting MS. The 2-step training process that uses the wide transmit beams and the

narrow transmit beams has an advantage of reducing the waste of resources used for

selecting optimal beams in the one-to-one communication environment.

[50] However, in a mobile communication environment in which a BS has a plurality of

MSs to provide a service, if optimal beams are selected by applying the 2-step training



process, the waste of resources may increase undesirably. For example, if the Base

Station (BS) transmits a 1-step training signal to all MSs located in its cell through its

own wide beams, MSs in different locations may select different wide beams as their

optimal beams. Eventually, therefore, the BS may additionally transmit narrow beams,

which are selected by each of the MSs in different locations, and into which optimal

wide beams for each of the MSs are divided. Therefore, in an embodiment of the

present disclosure, the BS may repeatedly transmit a training signal at regular intervals

using only the narrow beams, without applying the above-described 2-step training

signal transmission process, considering the characteristics of the mobile commu

nication environment where a plurality of MSs are located.

[51] When using beamforming in the mobile communication environment, in order to

keep using the optimal transmit/receive beams at all times, the BS needs to repeatedly

transmit a training signal at fixed intervals, while sequentially switching each of the

transmit beams. Then, each of the MSs may sequentially measure a received training

signal for all of the transmit beams of the BS, which are sequentially switched for each

of its own receive beams, and may find optimal transmit/receive beams based on the

measurement results. As a result, the periodic training signal transmission scheme of

sequentially switching the transmit beams of the BS should be performed according to

the number of receive beams of the MS. Accordingly, a lot of time may be consumed

in the process of measuring a training signal for the transmit/receive beams of the BS

and the MSs.

[52] In addition, the process in which an MS measures a training signal for each receive

beam may correspond to a process of measuring average receive power for training

signals of transmit beams, which are received via the receive beam. As for the

measured average receive power, an error may occur due to the influence of changes in

the long-term communication channel characteristics that slowly vary based on the

macroscopic characteristics of a signal reflector, such as the beam width and direction

between a BS and an MS, and the locations and sizes of buildings around the BS and

the MS, or in the short-term communication channel characteristics that are in

stantaneous according to the moving speed of the MS.

[53] Therefore, embodiments of the present disclosure will provide herein a scheduling

method and apparatus improved to minimize the number of training signals and

feedback signals transmitted/received to determine optimal transmit/receive beams,

reduce the scheduling complexity and maximize the communication efficiency in a

communication system employing a plurality of analog beams.

[54] The present disclosure will be described based on the mobile communication en

vironment in which each of a BS and MSs has a plurality of antennas, and forms a

plurality of transmit/receive beams using the plurality of antennas.



[55] FIG. 1 illustrates a horn antenna that is an example of an antenna to which analog

beamforming is applied according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[56] Referring to FIG. 1, for example, each of a BS and MSs located in service coverage

of the BS may perform analog beamforming using a plurality of horn antennas. The

beam width and direction of a horn antenna may be defined by the physical form of the

antenna. For example, herein, a BS or MS 100 may have a total of N horn antennas

101-1, 101-1, to 101-N, which are installed in different directions. The BS or MS 100

may select a specific horn antenna using a switch 103 capable of connecting with one

of the horn antennas 101-1 to 101-N. The BS or MS 100 may transmit or receive an

analog signal with the beam width and in the beam direction of the selected horn

antenna. In this case, the beam width and direction of the selected horn antenna may

correspond to the beam width and direction of a transmit beam or a receive beam of the

BS or MS 100.

[57] FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate another example of an antenna to which analog

beamforming is applied according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[58] Referring to FIGS. 2a and 2b, it will be assumed that each of a BS and MSs that

perform analog beamforming according to an embodiment of the present disclosure

has an array antenna. For reference, FIG. 2a illustrates a case in which a BS or MS 205

sets an array antenna in the transmit direction, and FIG. 2b illustrates a case in which

the BS or MS 205 sets an array antenna in the receive direction. In this case, the BS or

MS 205 may simultaneously transmit or receive the same signal by using a total of, for

example, N antennas 201-1, 201-2 to 201 -N as one array. The BS or MS 205 may

perform analog beamforming by changing a phase of a signal transmitted/received via

each antenna to a value that is set in advance in the associated phase shifter, by means

of phase shifters 203-1, 203-2, to 203-N, which are connected to the antennas 201-1 to

201-N, respectively. As for the signals which are finally transmitted/received via the

antennas 201-1 to 201-N, their beam widths and beam directions are determined based

on the total number N of antennas and the value that is set in advance in the phase

shifter connected to each antenna. Similarly, even in this case, the beam width and

beam direction determined based on the value that is set in advance in a phase shifter

for each antenna may correspond to the beam width and direction of a transmit beam

of the BS or MS 205 in the case of FIG. 2a, and correspond to the beam width and

direction of a receive beam of the BS or MS 205 in the case of FIG. 2b.

[59] By adjusting the value that is set in advance in a phase shifter connected to an

antenna to change the beam shape of the antenna, the magnitude of a signal

transmitted/received via each of the antennas 201-1 to 201-N may be changed.

[60] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of an array antenna, such as the antenna array in

FIGS. 2a and 2b, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.



[61] Referring to FIG. 3, five antenna elements may be arranged in each of the horizontal

axis and the vertical axis, forming an array antenna on which a total of 25 antenna

elements are arranged.

[62] A description will now be made of various embodiments of a scheduling method and

apparatus for determining optimal transmit/receive beamforming for data transmission/

reception, based on the mobile communication system in which each of a BS and MSs

located in the BS's service coverage has antennas, to which the above-described

analog beamforming is applied, and forms transmit/receive beams using the antennas.

[63] First Embodiment

[64] In a first embodiment of the present disclosure, training signal transmission by a BS

and feedback by an MS may be performed in 2 steps in a DownLink (DL). The BS

may perform 2-step scheduling corresponding to 2-step feedback.

[65] For example, a training signal transmission process by a BS according to the first em

bodiment may include a first step of periodically transmitting a first DL training signal,

and a second step of aperiodically transmitting a second DL training signal for digital

precoding via candidate paths selected by first DL scheduling that is performed based

on the transmission results of the first DL training signal. The second step may be op

tionally performed to cope with changes in channel due to the movement of an MS.

The first DL training signal may be transmitted by the BS via each transmit beam for

each of all antennas of the BS at a predetermined transmission cycle. The first DL

training signal may be repeatedly transmitted as many times as the number of receive

beams for each of all antennas mounted on an MS, for each of all MSs located in the

cell. Through the first DL training signal transmission process, a DL channel value

may be measured for each of all transmit/receive beam combinations each including

one transmit beam and one receive beam among the transmit beams for all antennas of

the BS and the receive beams for all antennas of the MS. As the first DL training signal

is periodically transmitted, a channel value may be measured for each of all the beam

combinations regardless of the movement of the MS. Based thereon, the optimal BS

antenna and transmit beam may be selected for each receive beam of each of the

antennas mounted on each MS.

[66] The second DL training signal may be transmitted just before the actual data

transmission by the BS, thereby minimizing the influence of changes in channel due to

the movement of the MS. In addition, the BS may perform first DL scheduling of de

termining whether to perform the second step of aperiodically transmitting the second

DL training signal, and of determining at least one candidate path, based on first

feedback information that is generated depending on the results of the first DL channel

measurement for the first DL training signal. The at least one candidate path may

include a candidate MS, and a candidate antenna and a candidate receive beam, which



are selected for the candidate MS. The first embodiment of the present disclosure may

transmit the second DL training signal only via the least one candidate path in a limited

way, so the first embodiment may minimize the waste of time and resources, compared

with a case of transmitting the second DL training signal via all transmit/receive

beams. The selected candidate MS may perform second DL channel measurement of

measuring a channel for the second DL training signal received via the candidate

antenna and the candidate receive beam, and may generate second feedback in

formation based on the measurement results and transmit the second feedback in

formation to the BS.

[67] In the first embodiment of the present disclosure, the DL scheduling process may be

performed in 2 steps or 3 steps depending on whether the second training signal is

transmitted. In other words, if it is determined to perform transmission of the second

training signal, the DL scheduling process may include a first step which is the first DL

channel measurement that the MS performs based on the first DL training signal, a

second step which is the first DL scheduling that the BS performs based on the first

feedback information from the MS, and a third step which is the second DL scheduling

that the BS performs based on the second feedback information of the second DL

training signal that the BS has received through candidate MSs.

[68] The first DL channel measurement of the first step may include a process in which an

MS determines at least one candidate combination satisfying predetermined conditions,

using receive power or wideband Channel Quality Information (CQI) of the first DL

training signal for each of all transmit/receive beam combinations. The MS may

include a process of calculating set values for application of an SU-MIMO

transmission mode for the at least one candidate combination. The set values and the

determination process will be described in more detail with reference to FIG. 4a and

FIG. 12.

[69] In the first DL scheduling of the second step, the BS may determine set values for ap

plication of an MU-MIMO transmission mode for all MSs, using the first feedback in

formation that is generated based on the results of the first DL scheduling for the MS.

The BS may determine whether to perform transmission of a second DL training

signal, and determine a candidate path which is a transmission target of the second DL

training signal. A process thereof will be described with reference to FIG. 4a. If it is

determined not to perform transmission of the second training signal, the DL

scheduling according to the first embodiment may be configured in 2 steps that include

only the first DL channel measurement and the first DL scheduling.

[70] Finally, in the second DL scheduling of the third step, the BS may select the final

path via which the BS will actually transmit data, among the candidate paths, using the

second feedback information of the second DL training signal that the BS has received



from candidate MSs included in the candidate path, and may actually perform resource

allocation for DL data transmission.

[71] FIG. 4a is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of

determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a DL according to a first embodiment

of the present disclosure.

[72] Referring to FIG. 4a, it will be assumed herein that a BS 400 and an MS 402 have a

total of Na antennas and a total of Ma antennas, respectively. For convenience of de

scription, an operation of only the MS 402 is illustrated, which is one of a plurality of

MSs located in the service coverage of the BS 400. However, the other MSs may also

operate in the same way as in FIG. 4a.

[73] As an example, it will be assumed that the BS 400 forms a total of Nb transmit

beams for each antenna using the above-described horn antennas or array antennas.

Similarly, it will be assumed that the MS 402 also forms a total of Mb receive beams

for each antenna using the horn antennas or array antennas.

[74] Referring to FIG. 4a, in operation 404a, the BS 400 may generate Nb transmit beams

for each of Na antennas, and simultaneously transmit a first DL training signal via Nb

transmit beams for each antenna. The BS 400 may generate a total of Nb analog

transmit beams for each antenna, but may transmit only one transmit beam at a

particular moment. Therefore, the BS 400 may repeatedly transmit the first DL training

signal while sequentially switching a total of Nb transmit beams for each of a total of

Na antennas for a preset transmission period. It will be assumed that information about

the preset transmission period has been broadcasted to all MSs in the cell over a

Broadcast Channel (BCH) or a System Information Block (SIB). In operation 404b, the

MS 402 may receive the first DL training signal via fixed receive beams for each of

Ma antennas for the preset transmission period. As a specific example, in the case of

an antenna 1, the MS 402 may receive the first DL training signal that is transmitted

via Nb transmit beams for each antenna of the BS 400, via a receive beam #0.

Similarly, in the case of an antenna 2, the MS 402 may receive the first DL training

signal via the receive beam #0, and in the case of an antenna Ma, the MS 402 may

receive the first DL training signal via the receive beam #0. For convenience of de

scription, as for operations 404a to 404b, operations of the BS 400 and the MS 402,

which correspond only to one transmission period, are illustrated. Similarly, even in

the next DL training signal transmission period, the BS 400 may repeatedly transmit

the first DL training signal while sequentially switching Nb transmit beams for each

antenna. The MS 402 may also fix the next receive beam (e.g., receive beam #1) for

each antenna, and receive the first DL training signal via the fixed receive beam in the

next DL training signal transmission period. Although not illustrated in the drawing,

the periodic first DL training signal transmission process in operations 404a and 404b



will be repeated as many times as the total number Mb of receive beams for each of the

antennas of the MS 402.

[75] Thereafter, if the reception of the first DL training signal is completed for each of all

transmit/receive beam combinations of the BS 400 and the MS 402, the MS 402 may

perform first DL channel measurement based on the received first DL training signal,

for each of all the transmit/receive beam combinations in operation 406. In operation

408a, the MS 402 may generate first feedback information by determining at least one

candidate combination in which, for example, receive power or wideband CQI of the

first DL training signals of all the combinations exceeds a preset threshold or has the

maximum value, through the first DL channel measurement. Accordingly, the first

feedback information may include, for example, configuration information of the at

least one candidate combination, and its associated CQI value or receive power in

formation. The configuration information represents indication information for the

BS's antenna and transmit beam and the MS's antenna and receive beam, which are

included in the combination. The CQI values may be included in the first feedback in

formation in the form that their complexity is reduced according to an embodiment of

the present disclosure. A scheme of reducing the complexity of the CQI values will be

described with reference to FIG. 12. The set values for the SU-MIMO mode may be

determined based on the determined results. For example, the MS 402 may determine

the maximum value of the data transfer rate that can be obtained when the SU-MIMO

mode is applied. An example of calculating the maximum value of the data transfer

rate will be described with reference to FIG. 12. When additionally using digital

precoding, the MS 402 may determine the maximum value of the obtainable data

transfer rate in the SU-MIMO mode, and compare the determined maximum value

with the maximum value of the data transfer rate obtainable during application of the

SU-MIMO mode. The MS 402 may determine whether to apply digital precoding,

depending on the comparison results. Accordingly, the MS 402 may include or insert

the set values for the SU-MIMO mode in the first feedback information. For example,

the set values for the SU-MIMO mode may include the data transfer rate obtainable

during application of the SU-MIMO mode, or transfer rate-related information, and an

SU-MIMO rank value, for each MS. If it is determined to apply digital precoding

depending on the comparison results, a precoder value of the BS 400 for the SU-

MIMO mode may also be included in the first feedback information. In operation

408b, the MS 402 may transmit the first feedback information to the BS 400.

[76] In operation 410, the BS 400 may perform first DL scheduling based on the first

feedback information that the BS 400 has received from at least one MS including the

MS 402. In the first DL scheduling process, the BS 400 may estimate an expected data

transfer rate obtainable during application of the MU-MIMO mode to all MSs located



in its service coverage, and an MU-MIMO scheduling metric value. In addition, the BS

400 may determine an SU-MIMO scheduling metric using the data transfer rate value

in the SU-MIMO mode for each MS, which is obtained from the first feedback in

formation. In addition, the BS 400 may compare the determined scheduling metric

values, and select one or both of the SU-MIMO mode and the MU-MIMO mode as a

candidate DL transmission mode that is to be used during transmission of data. A de

termination and comparison process for the scheduling metrics will be described with

reference to FIG. 12. In addition, the BS 400 may determine whether to transmit a

second DL training signal that the BS 400 transmits aperiodically. If the performance

expected during application of the candidate DL transmission mode selected for at

least one candidate combination and obtained from the first feedback information

exceeds a predetermined performance reference, the BS 400 may determine not to

perform the second DL training signal transmission process. An operation following

the determining not to perform the second DL training signal transmission process will

be described below with reference to FIG. 4b.

[77] In an embodiment of FIG. 4a, it will be assumed that if there is no candidate com

bination, the expected performance of which exceeds the predetermined performance

reference, among the at least one candidate combination, the BS 400 has determined to

perform transmission of a second DL training signal. For convenience of description, it

will be assumed that the MS 402 is included in the path of the second DL training

signal. Thereafter, in operation 412, the BS 400 may deliver indication information in

dicating paths of the second DL training signal to at least one MS including the MS

402 over a DL control channel (e.g., Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH)).

The indication information may be resource allocation information that an MS (e.g.,

the MS 402) included in the path of the second DL training signal requires in receiving

the second DL training signal. The indication information may include configuration

information (e.g., indication information for a transmit beam #n of an antenna 1 of the

BS 400, and a receive beam #m of an antenna m-1 of the MS 402) for the path of the

second DL training signal. In operation 414, the BS 400 may transmit the second DL

training signal to the MS 402 in response to the configuration information of the MS

402, which is included in the indication information. In other words, the BS 400 may

transmit the second DL training signal via the transmit beam #n of its antenna 1, and

the MS 402 may receive the second DL training signal via the receive beam #m of its

antenna m-1. The second DL training signal may be aperiodically transmitted just

before the DL data transmission to the MS 402, in order to minimize the influence of

changes in channel due to the movement of the MS 402.

[78] In operation 416, the MS 402 may perform second DL channel measurement on the

path (e.g., between the transmit beam #n of the candidate antenna 1 of the BS 400 and



the receive beam #m of the candidate antenna m-1 of the candidate MS 402) using the

second DL training signal. In operation 418, the MS 402 may generate second

feedback information based on the results of the second DL channel measurement, and

transmit the second feedback information to the BS 400. The second feedback in

formation may include the size and phase of the measured channel, a precoder value or

a Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI), a Rank Indicator (RI), CQI, and the like.

[79] Thereafter, in operation 420, the BS 400 may perform second DL scheduling using

the second feedback information. Although it is assumed that the second feedback in

formation is received only via the MS 402 for convenience of description, actually,

however, the second feedback information has been received even via the MSs

included in the path of the second DL training signal, which is determined in the first

DL scheduling process of operation 410. Therefore, in the second DL scheduling

process, the BS 400 may select at least one final path via which the BS 400 will

transmit DL data, among the MSs that have transmitted the second feedback in

formation, and allocate DL resources for DL data transmission. For example, the DL

resources may include a DL transmission mode and a precoder value, which will be

applied to each MS included in the at least one final path. As an example, it will be

assumed that the final path is determined as the transmit beam #n of the antenna 1 of

the BS 400 and the receive beam #m of the antenna m-1 of the MS 402. In operation

422, the BS 400 may transmit DL data via the final path.

[80] FIG. 4b is a signaling diagram illustrating another example of a scheduling operation

of determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a DL according to a first em

bodiment of the present disclosure. The signaling diagram in FIG. 4b may correspond

to a signaling diagram illustrating a scheduling operation in which, in operation 410 in

the embodiment of FIG. 4a, the BS 400 has determined not to perform transmission of

the second DL training signal in the first DL scheduling process.

[81] Referring to FIG. 4b, operations of the BS 400 and the MS 402 in operations 404a to

412 are the same as those in operations 404a to 412 in FIG. 4a, so a description thereof

will be omitted.

[82] It will be assumed that if it is determined through the first DL scheduling in

operation 410 that there is a candidate combination (hereinafter referred to as a 'path of

a second DL training signal'), the expected performance of which exceeds the prede

termined performance reference, among the at least one candidate combination, the BS

400 has determined not to perform transmission of the second DL training signal.

[83] In this case, in operation 434, the BS 400 may apply a candidate DL transmission

scheme for each path, and transmit DL data via the path corresponding to the at least

one candidate combination included in the indication information obtained in operation

412. The indication information may be the same as that described in operation 412 of



FIG. 4a.

[84] Second Embodiment

[85] In a second embodiment of the present disclosure, a training signal transmission

process by an MS and a scheduling process by a BS may be performed in 2 steps in an

UpLink (UL).

[86] For example, the training signal transmission process by an MS according to the

second embodiment may include a first step of periodically transmitting a first UL

training signal, and a second step of aperiodically transmitting a second UL training

signal. The MS may transmit a periodic first UL training signal according to the in

dication information from a BS, or the conditions that are defined in advance in the

standard. In addition, the MS may transmit an aperiodic second UL training signal

according to the additional indication information from the BS. The first UL training

signal and the second UL training signal may be almost the same as the first DL

training signal and the second DL training signal in terms of the design method and the

transmission principle. The BS may estimate a channel value of the received periodic

first UL training signal for all transmit/receive beam combinations. Like in the first

embodiment, additional transmission of the second UL training signal is to cope with

changes in channel due to the movement of an MS, and like in the DL, the second UL

training signal transmission process may be optionally performed.

[87] If the above-described 2-step training signal transmission process is performed in the

UL, the UL scheduling process by the BS may also be performed in 2 steps corre

sponding to the 2-step training signal transmission process. In other words, for each of

MSs that have transmitted the first UL training signal, the BS may perform a first UL

scheduling process on each channel to the MS, which corresponds to all transmit/

receive beam combinations. In other words, through the first UL scheduling process,

whether to transmit the aperiodic second UL training signal and the path of the second

UL training signal may be determined. Thereafter, if it is determined to transmit the

second UL training signal, a second UL scheduling process may be performed based

on the second UL training signals received via at least one path for the second UL

training signal. The second UL scheduling may also be performed to optimize the

scheduling in response to changes in channel and changes in wireless resource al

location conditions due to the movement of the MS, and may be optionally performed

if necessary.

[88] FIG. 5a is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of

determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UL according to a second em

bodiment of the present disclosure. It will be assumed herein that a BS 500 and an MS

502 have a total of Na antennas and a total of Ma antennas, respectively. For con

venience of description, an operation of only the MS 502 is illustrated, which is one of



a plurality of MSs located in the service coverage of the BS 500. However, the other

MSs may also operate in the same way as in FIG. 5a.

[89] As an example, it will be assumed that the BS 500 forms a total of Nb receive beams

for each antenna using the above-described horn antennas or array antennas. Similarly,

it will be assumed that the MS 502 also forms a total of Mb transmit beams for each

antenna using the horn antennas or array antennas.

[90] In the method of selecting MSs that will transmit the first UL training signal in FIG.

5a, the BS 500 may perform sequential selection on all MSs located in its cell

coverage, or an MS may request its transmission of a first UL training signal from the

BS 500 depending on the results of the above-described first DL channel measurement

that has been performed based on the first DL training signal. Alternatively, the BS

500 may select MSs based on the first feedback information for the first DL training

signal that the BS 500 has received from the MSs according to the first embodiment.

[91] In the process of selecting an antenna of each of MSs that will transmit a first UL

training signal and of selecting a transmit beam of the antenna, the BS 500 may se

quentially select all antenna and transmit beams for each MS, or the MS may designate

an antenna and a transmit beam via which the MS will transmit the first UL training

signal and request its transmission of the first UL training signal from the BS 500

depending on the results of the first DL channel measurement that has been performed

based on the first DL training signal. Alternatively, the BS 500 may designate the

antenna and the transmit beam based on the first feedback information that the BS 500

has received from the MSs. It will be assumed herein in FIG. 5a that the MS 502 that

transmits a first UL training signal to the BS 500 is one of the MSs selected in the

above described way.

[92] Referring to FIG. 5a, in operation 503, the BS 500 may transmit first indication in

formation for a first UL training signal to the MS 502. The first indication information

may include, for example, a transmission cycle of the first UL training signal, and an

indicator of a transmit beam that will transmit the first UL training signal at the

transmission cycle of the first UL training signal, for each antenna of the MS 502.

[93] In operation 504a, the MS 502 may transmit the first UL training signal at the

transmission cycle of the first UL training signal using a transmit beam corresponding

to the indicator of the transmit beam designated for each of Ma antennas, the indicator

being obtained from the first indication information. For example, the first indication

information may include an indicator of a transmit beam for each antenna of the MS,

the transmit beam being designated to first transmit the first UL training signal for each

antenna at the transmission cycle of the first UL training signal. As an example, it will

be assumed that a transmit beam of each of an antenna 1 to an antenna Ma is set as a

transmit beam #0 at a predetermined transmission cycle. Then, the MS 502 may simul-



taneously transmit the first UL training signal via each of a total of Ma transmit

antennas, and since each antenna can generate one transmit beam at a time, the MS 502

may transmit the first UL training signal at the transmission cycle via a transmit beam

# 1 corresponding to a transmit beam indicator indicated by the first indication in

formation. If the next transmission cycle of the next first UL training signal comes, the

MS 502 may repeat transmission of the first UL training signal until the MS 502

transmits the first UL training signal via all transmit beams of the antenna by se

quentially switching to the next transmit beam of the transmit beam indicator indicated

by the first indication information, for each antenna. During the first UL training signal

transmission period, a fixed transmit beam for each antenna of the MS 502 may re

peatedly transmit the first UL training signal as many times as the number of receive

beams of each of all antennas of the BS 500. As another example, a transmit beam for

each antenna of the MS 502 that will transmit the first UL training signal in the

transmission cycle of the next first UL training signal may be set based on the ad

ditional indication information from the BS 500.

[94] In operation 504b, the BS 500 may receive the first UL training signal that is re

peatedly transmitted during the transmission period of the first UL training signal, via

all of a total of Na antennas. In other words, the BS 500 may receive the first UL

training signal by sequentially switching a receive beam for each antenna during a

transmission period. Therefore, the BS 500 may receive the first UL training signal via

receive beams of each of all antennas during the transmission period of the first UL

training signal. Thereafter, if the reception of the first UL training signal from all

transmit/receive beam combinations is completed, the BS 500 may perform first UL

channel measurement based on the received first UL training signal, for each of all the

transmit/receive beam combinations in operation 506. In operation 508, the BS 500

may perform first UL scheduling based on the results of the first UL channel mea

surement. In the first UL scheduling process, the BS 500 may determine at least one

candidate combination in which, for example, the receive power or wideband CQI of

the first UL training signals of all the transmit/receive beam combinations exceeds a

preset threshold or has the maximum value, and may determine configuration in

formation of the at least one candidate combination. The configuration information

represents indication information for the BS's antenna and receive beam and the MS's

antenna and transmit beam, which are included in the combination. The BS 500 may

determine scheduling metrics for the SU-MIMO mode and the MU-MIMO mode

based on the determined results. The BS 500 may select one or both of the SU-MIMO

mode and the MU-MIMO mode as a candidate UL transmission mode by comparing

the determined scheduling metric values. A specific example of the process of

selecting the scheduling metric and the candidate UL transmission mode will be



described with reference to FIG. 12. In addition, the BS 500 may determine whether to

transmit a second UL training signal that the BS 500 transmits aperiodically. If the per

formance expected during application of the candidate UL transmission mode selected

for at least one candidate combination selected in the first UL training signal

transmission process exceeds a predetermined performance reference, the BS 500 may

determine not to perform the second UL training signal transmission process. An

operation following the determining not to perform the second UL training signal

transmission process will be described below with reference to FIG. 5b.

[95] If there is no candidate combination, the expected performance of which exceeds the

predetermined performance reference, among the at least one candidate combination,

the BS 500 may determine to perform transmission of a second UL training signal. As

an example, it will be assumed that as a result of the first UL scheduling, there is a

candidate combination (hereinafter referred to as a 'path of a second UL training

signal'), the expected performance of which exceeds the predetermined performance

reference, among the at least one candidate combination. In this case, the BS 500 may

determine not to perform transmission of the second UL training signal. For con

venience of description, it will be assumed that the MS 502 is included in the path of

the second UL training signal. Thereafter, in operation 510, the BS 500 may deliver

second indication information via the path of the second UL training signal, which

includes the MS 502. The second indication information may be resource allocation in

formation that an MS (e.g., the MS 502) included in the path of the second UL training

signal requires to transmit the second UL training signal. The indication information

may include configuration information (e.g., indication information for a transmit

beam #m of an antenna m-1 of the MS 502, and a receive beam #n of an antenna 1 of

the BS 500) for the path of the second UL training signal. In operation 512, the MS

502 may transmit the second UL training signal in response to the configuration in

formation of the path, which is included in the second indication information. In other

words, the MS 502 may transmit the second UL training signal via the transmit beam

#m of its antenna m-1. The second UL training signal may be aperiodically transmitted

just before the UL data transmission to the BS 500, in order to minimize the influence

of changes in channel due to the movement of the MS 502.

[96] In operation 514, the BS 500 may perform second UL channel measurement on the

path (e.g., between the transmit beam #m of the candidate antenna m-1 of the

candidate MS 502 and the receive beam #n of the candidate antenna 1 of the BS 500)

using the second UL training signal. In operation 516, the BS 500 may perform second

UL scheduling based on the results of the second UL channel measurement. For

example, in the second UL scheduling process, the BS 500 may determine a

transmission precoder value for the MS 502, select an MS that will constitute at least



one final path via which the MS will transmit UL data, from among the candidate MSs

that will transmit the second UL training signal, and allocate UL resources for UL data

transmission. For example, the UL resources may include a UL transmission mode and

a precoder value, which will be applied to each MS included in the at least one final

path. In operation 518, the BS 500 may transmit, to the MS 502, third indication in

formation that is generated depending on the results of the second UL scheduling. The

third indication information may include, for example, configuration information for

the at least one final path, the size and phase of the measured channel, a precoder value

or a PMI, an RI, a CQI and the like.

[97] As an example, it will be assumed that the final path is set as a transmit beam #m of

an antenna m-1 of the MS 502 and a receive beam #n of an antenna 1 of the BS 500. In

operation 520, the MS 502 may transmit UL data via the final path obtained through

the third indication information.

[98] FIG. 5b is a signaling diagram illustrating another example of a scheduling operation

of determining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UL according to a second em

bodiment of the present disclosure. The signaling diagram in FIG. 5b may correspond

to a signaling diagram illustrating a scheduling operation in which in the first UL

scheduling process of operation 508 in the embodiment of FIG. 5a, the BS 500 has de

termined not to perform transmission of the second UL training signal.

[99] Referring to FIG. 5b, operations of the BS 500 and the MS 502 in operations 504a to

522 are the same as those in operations 504a to 510 in FIG. 5a, so a redundant de

scription thereof will be omitted.

[100] It will be assumed herein that as a result of the first UL scheduling in operation 508,

there is a candidate combination (hereinafter referred to as a 'path of a second UL

training signal'), the expected performance of which exceeds the predetermined per

formance reference, among the at least one candidate combination. In this case, the BS

500 may determine not to perform transmission of the second UL training signal. In

operation 522, the BS 500 may transmit the second indication information to the MS

502.

[101] In operation 524, the MS 502 may transmit UL data via the path corresponding to the

candidate combination, which is obtained from the second indication information, by

applying the UL transmission scheme for each path. The second indication information

may be the same as the second indication information described in operation 510 of

FIG. 5a.

[102] Third Embodiment

[103] In a third embodiment of the present disclosure, if a transmission angle and a beam

width of each transmit beam are almost the same as a reception angle and a beam

width of each receive beam for each antennal mounted on each of BSs and MSs, the



results of the first DL channel measurement by the MS may be used for the UL

channel estimation and beamforming scheduling process. For example, upon receiving

a first DL training signal that is periodically received, an MS may provide, to a BS,

first feedback information including a channel value that the MS has estimated based

on the first DL training signal. Then, the BS may perform first UL scheduling for de

termining at least one candidate combination that will periodically transmit a first UL

training signal, based on the first feedback information for the first DL training signal.

Therefore, the first UL scheduling according to the third embodiment may not require

the UL training signal transmission process.

[104] The BS may transmit first indication information including the first UL scheduling

results to the MSs included in the at least one candidate combination. Thereafter, the

BS may perform allocation of the final path and resources to be used for finally

transmitting UL data, by performing second UL channel measurement and second UL

scheduling on an aperiodic second UL training signal that is received via the path cor

responding to the at least one candidate combination.

[105] FIG. 6 is a signaling diagram illustrating an example of a scheduling operation of de

termining optimal transmit/receive beams in a UL based on feedback information of a

DL training signal according to a third embodiment of the present disclosure.

[106] Referring to FIG. 6, it will be assumed that a BS 600 and an MS 602 have a total of

Na antennas and a total of Ma antennas, respectively. For convenience of description,

an operation of only the MS 602 is illustrated, which is one of a plurality of MSs

located in the service coverage of the BS 600. However, the other MSs may also

operate in the same way as in FIG. 5a.

[107] In operation 604a, the BS 600 may generate a total of Nb transmit beams corre

sponding to each of Na antennas, and simultaneously transmit a first DL training signal

via the Nb transmit beams for each antenna. The BS 600 may generate a total of Nb

analog transmit beams for each antenna, but may transmit only one transmit beam at a

time. Therefore, the BS 600 may repeatedly transmit a first DL training signal while

sequentially switching a total of Nb transmit beams for each of a total of Na antennas

for a predetermined period. The number of repetitions of the first DL training signal

may correspond to the number of transmit beams for each of all antennas of the MS

602.

[108] Thereafter, if the reception of the first DL training signal is completed for all

transmit/receive beam combinations in operation 604b, the MS 602 may perform first

DL channel measurement based on the first DL training signal for each of all the

transmit/receive beam combinations in operation 606. In operation 608, the MS 602

may perform MS DL scheduling of determining at least one candidate combination in

which, for example, the receive power or wideband CQI of the first DL training signals



of all the transmit/receive beam combinations exceeds a preset threshold or has the

maximum value, and of determining configuration information of the at least one

candidate combination, through the first DL channel measurement process. In

operation 610, the MS 602 may provide, to the BS 600, first feedback information

including the results of the MS DL scheduling. For example, the first feedback in

formation may include the at least one candidate combination and its configuration in

formation, and a channel value corresponding to the at least one candidate com

bination.

[109] In operation 612, the BS 600 may perform first UL scheduling using the first

feedback information. For example, the BS 600 may determine scheduling metric

values for the SU-MIMO mode and the MU-MIMO mode. The BS 600 may select one

or both of the SU-MIMO mode and the MU-MIMO mode as a candidate DL

transmission mode by comparing the determined scheduling metric values. The

scheduling metric determination and comparison process will be described with

reference to FIG. 12. The BS 600 may compare the performance expected during ap

plication of the candidate UL transmission mode selected for at least one candidate

combination with a predetermined performance reference, and determine whether to

transmit a second UL training signal that the BS 600 transmits aperiodically,

depending on the comparison results.

[110] It will be assumed that there is no candidate combination, the expected performance

of which exceeds a predetermined performance reference. Then, the BS 600 may

determine to perform a transmission process for a second UL training signal. In

operation 614, the BS 600 may transmit first indication information to the MS 602

included in the path of the second UL training signal, the first indication information

including a transmission instruction for the second UL training signal, and con

figuration information for a candidate combination (hereinafter referred to as a 'path of

a second UL training signal'), the expected performance of which exceeds the prede

termined performance reference, among the at least one candidate combination.

[Ill] Upon receiving the first indication information, the MS 602, which is one of the MSs

included in the path of the second UL training signal, may transmit an aperiodic

second UL training signal via an antenna and a transmit beam corresponding to the

configuration information for the path obtained through the first indication information

in operation 616.

[112] In operation 618, the BS 600 may perform second UL channel measurement on the

MSs that have transmitted the second UL training signal, based on the second UL

training signal. In operation 620, the BS 600 may perform second UL scheduling of

selecting the final path to be used for finally transmitting the UL data among the paths

of the second UL training signal, and of allocating UL resources for UL data



transmission.

[113] In operation 622, the BS 600 may transmit, to the MS 602, second indication in

formation that is generated depending on the results of the second UL scheduling. The

second indication information may include, for example, configuration information for

the final path, the UL resources (e.g., the size and phase of the measured channel), a

precoder value or a PMI, an RI, a CQI and the like.

[114] As an example, it will be assumed that the final path is set as a transmit beam #m of a

candidate antenna m-1 of the MS 602 and a receive beam #n of a candidate antenna 1

of the BS 600. Then, in operation 624, the MS 602 may transmit UL data via the final

path obtained through the second indication information.

[115] The first and second DL/UL training signals that the BS and the MS transmits and

receives according to embodiments of the present disclosure may be designed taking

into account the interference between adjacent cells. For example, in an embodiment of

the present disclosure, all cells may be classified into a predetermined number of, for

example, Nc cell types, and signals in different cell types may be allocated different

frequency resources so that the frequency resources may not overlap. It will be

assumed that each of the cells has Na antennas, and each of the antennas generates Nb

transmit beams. Then, each of the cells may simultaneously transmit Na training

signals via Na antennas. A training signal transmitted via each antenna may be

uniquely determined by a number c (c=0, 1, Nc-1) of the cell type and a number a

(a=0, 1, Na-1) of the antenna. Each of the antennas may transmit Nb training signals

corresponding to a total of Nb transmit beams while sequentially switching the

transmit beams. An identifier b of a transmit beam may be set to correspond to the

number 'b' of repetitions of a training signal (b=0, 1, Nb-1). As a specific example,

it will be assumed that a training signal is designed based on the OFDM scheme. In

this case, if a training signal designed as an OFDM signal is assumed to include N sub-

carriers, the training signal may be designed such that a subcarrier 'n' satisfying

Equation (1) below has a signal value and another subcarrier unsatisfying Equation (1)

has no signal value (e.g., has a signal value of zero (0)).

[116] n=a+(c*Na)+(k*Nc*Na) or n=c+(a*Nc)+(k*Na*Nc) Equation (1)

[117] where k=0, 1, (N/(Nc*Na))-l.

[118] For example, it will be assumed that the number of cell types is 'Nc=3', the number

of antennas is 'Na=4', and each antenna generates 'Nb=40' transmit beams. Then, a cell

'c' may simultaneously transmit OFDM training signals via each of 4 antennas. Each

antenna may transmit an OFDM training signal while sequentially changing the

transmit beams, and the change order of the transmit beams may correspond to 'b=0, 1,

39'. In this case, in accordance with Equation (1), for the OFDM training signal,

signal values may be set as 'subcarrier n = a+4c+12k' or 'n = c+3a+12k, k=0, 1, ...



(Ν/12)- Γ, and in the other subcarriers, signal values may be set as 'Ο' .

[119] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of an OFDM training signal designed according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure. It will be assumed herein that the OFDM

training signal has a cell type of c=0.

[120] Referring to FIG. 7, the horizontal axis represents OFDM symbols, and the vertical

axis represents OFDM subcarriers. For an OFDM training signal, signal values of sub-

carriers #0 to #3 may be allocated and signal values of subcarriers #12 to #15 may be

allocated. Signals values of subcarriers #4 to # 11 are not allocated. An OFDM training

signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may reduce the in

terference between adjacent cells, since the regions 700a and 700b where signal values

are not allocated are differently set for each cell type and each antenna.

[121] As illustrated in FIG. 7, in order to reduce the interference between adjacent cells for

a training signal, an OFDM training signal may be allocated for each subcarrier having

a predetermined interval. In this case, the number of subcarriers that actually transmit

the OFDM training signal may be reduced, causing a decrease in accuracy of the

OFDM training signal. In a case where the transmitted OFDM training signal replaces

the above-described first UL/DL training signal, in order to overcome these

drawbacks, a second UL/DL training signal may be transmitted according to an em

bodiment of the present disclosure after the transmission of the OFDM signals, making

it possible to increase the accuracy of the previously transmitted first UL/DL training

signal.

[122] In accordance with another embodiment of the present disclosure, a periodic first

DL/UL training signal and an aperiodic second DL/UL training signal may be designed

by allocating an orthogonal code to each combination that includes a cell type number

and an antenna number. In further another embodiment, a periodic first DL/UL training

signal and an aperiodic second DL/UL training signal may be designed by allocating

codes that are orthogonal with each other for each cell type, and by allocating antenna

numbers to different frequencies/subcarriers. In yet another embodiment, a periodic

first DL/UL training signal and an aperiodic second DL/UL training signal may be

designed by allocating different frequencies/subcarriers for each cell type, and by al

locating an orthogonal code for each antenna number.

[123] FIG. 8 illustrates another example of an OFDM training signal designed according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[124] Referring to FIG. 8, an example of an aperiodic second DL training signal according

to the first embodiment of the present disclosure. The OFDM training signal in FIG. 8

may also be used as a periodic first DL/UL training signal. In this case, the first DL/UL

training signal may be repeatedly transmitted as many times as the total number 'Nb'

of beams while sequentially switching the beams.



[125] If the total number of antennas is 4, each antenna 'a' (a=0, 1, 2, 3) may transmit a

signal only in "subcarrier n = a + (k*Na), k=0, 1, (N/Na)-1" where its own number

is shown. A training signal that is transmitted via each antenna may be generated using

the codes that are orthogonal with each other according to the cell type.

[126] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of generating and transmitting/

receiving a training signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[127] Referring to FIG. 9, a training signal generated herein represents one of first and

second DL/UL training signals which are generated by an MS or a BS in each of the

embodiments described above, and the generated signal will be referred to as a training

signal for convenience of description.

[128] In operation 900, a BS or an MS may generate combinations, each of which includes

one of a preset number of cell types and one of all antennas mounted thereon.

[129] In a transmission operation, the BS or the MS may generate a frequency region value

Xn (n=0, 1, N-l) that the BS or the MS will allocate to each combination, in

operation 905. For example, the BS or the MS may set an absolute value of Xn as 1 or

0 (e.g., IXnl=l or 0, n=0, 1, N-l). Thereafter, the BS or the MS may convert the

frequency-domain training signal into a time-domain training signal xk by Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT).

[130] In operation 910, the BS or the MS may generate, for example, Nb beams for each

antenna (e.g., sequentially generate a beam #b (b=0, 1, Nb-1)), and repeatedly

transmit the same OFDM training signal xk in each beam. In this training signal

transmission process, if the training signal is a first UL/DL training signal, the training

signal will be transmitted for all transmit/receive beam combinations as described

above. If the training signal is a second UL/DL training signal, the training signal may

be transmitted via the path of the second UL/DL training signal that is determined

according to the first to third embodiments.

[131] Thereafter, in a reception operation, the MS or the BS may receive, in operation 915,

the OFDM training signal that was transmitted through operations 900 to 910. As an

example, if a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) start point of a received b-th OFDM

training signal yk is found, the BS or the MS may perform FFT on the received signal

in an FFT interval. If a frequency region value Yn of the received signal is multiplied

by a conjugate of a training signal Xn in the next subcarrier 'n', a channel value (e.g.,

Zn = Xn*Yn, n=0, 1, N-l) for a beam 'b' generated in the desired cell and antenna

may be obtained. In operation 920, the MS or the BS may remove the influence of the

noise and the interference between adjacent cells from the received signal Zn. For

example, the MS or the BS may convert the received signal Zn into a time-domain

signal zk by IFFT. As shown in Equation (2) below, if the magnitude of the signal zk is

less than a predetermined reference value, the corresponding value may be designated



as zero (0).

[132]

[133] . . . . Equation (2)

[134]

[135] Thereafter, the MS or the BS may obtain a channel value (e.g., a frequency-domain

signal Hn) for the beam 'b' generated in the desired cell and antenna by performing

FFT on the next hk.

[136] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a beamforming transmitter according to an em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[137] Referring to FIG. 10, it is assumed herein that a transmitter 1000 has a total of NT

antennas, and each antenna has a total of NTb transmit/receive beams.

[138] The transmitter 1000 may include encoders 1010-1~1010-C T, modulators

1020-1~1020-C T, a MIMO mapper 1031, a precoder 1041, NT OFDM signal generators

1050-1~1050-N T (where NT represents the number of transmit antennas), and Digital-

to-Analog Converters (DACs) 1060-1~1060-N T.

[139] The encoders 1010-l~1010-C Tmay encode CT input bit sequences, and provide the

encoded input bit sequences to their associated modulators 1020-1~1020-C T. Each of

the modulators 1020- 1~1020-CTmay convert the encoded input bit sequence into

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) or Phase Shift Keying (PSK) symbols. The

MIMO mapper 1031 may map CTQAM or PSK symbols to, for example, LT symbol

groups. Thereafter, the precoder 1041 may convert a symbol group 's' into a signal 'x'

for NT antennas by performing digital beamforming thereon using Equation (3) below.

where



[141] . . . . Equation (3)

[142] If digital beamforming and precoding are not performed, the signal 'x' may

correspond to an identity matrix with NT=LT and x=s in which for a precoder F,

diagonal terms all have a value of T and the other terms all have a value of 'Ο' .

[143] Thereafter, each of the OFDM signal generators 1050-1~1050-N T may generate an

OFDM training signal based on the signal received from the precoder 1041 using one

of the above-described methods of designing the training signal. The process of

generating an OFDM training signal may include a process of Serial-to-Parallel

(S/P)-converting a signal received from the precoder 1041, performing IFFT on the S/

P-converted signal, Parallel-to-Serial (P/S)-converting the IFFT-transformed signal,

copying the last part of an IFFT block, and inserting the copied part at the beginning of

the IFFT block as a Cyclic Prefix (CP). Each of the DACs 1060-1~1060-N T may

convert the OFDM training signal into an analog signal.

[144] In other words, the transmitter 1000 according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure may convert NT transmission analog signals with a desired frequency, and

then transmit each of the converted analog signals via the above-described analog

beamforming antenna, which is any one of the antennas shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. The

transmitter 1000 may apply a variety of MIMO and digital beamforming technologies

using the MIMO mapper 1031 and the precoder 1041.

[145] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a beamforming receiver according to an embodiment

of the present disclosure.

[146] Referring to FIG. 11, a beamforming receiver 1100 may include M ADCs

1100-1-1 100-M (where M represents the number of receive antennas), a synchro

nization unit 1111, OFDM signal receivers 1121-1-1 121-M , a beamforming unit

1131, and a MIMO decoder 1141.

[147] The ADCs 1100-1-1 100-M may convert analog signals received via their associated

antennas among the M antennas into digital signals, and provide the digital signals to

the OFDM signal receivers 1121-1-1 121-M , respectively. The synchronization unit

1111 may synchronize the beamforming receiver 1100 with the transmitter 1000 in

terms of time and frequency. The beamforming unit 1131 may convert MR received

signals into a received signal 'r' each including LR elements using Equation (4) below.

[148]
¾ ¾

where



[149] Equation (4)

[150] Finally, the MIMO decoder 1141 may detect a bit sequence from the received signal

'r

[151] In other words, the beamforming receiver 1100 according to an embodiment of the

present disclosure may receive a signal by simultaneously using M analog

beamforming antennas having an antenna form shown in any one of FIGS. 1 to 3, and

frequency-convert MR analog signals into a baseband signal. Thereafter, the

beamforming receiver 1100 may receive the signal using MR ADCs and the like.

Similarly, the beamforming receiver 1100 may also receive a signal by additionally

performing Rx MIMO and digital beamforming using the beamforming unit 1131 and

the MIMO decoder 1141.

[152] FIG. 12 illustrates a structure of an apparatus for a BS or an MS according to an em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[153] Referring to FIG. 12, an apparatus 1200 may operate as a BS or an MS according to

embodiments of the present disclosure, and may include an antenna unit 1205, a

transmitter 1210, a beam selector 1215, a receiver 1220, a transmitting modem 1230, a

controller 1235, and a receiving modem 1240. Although it is assumed herein that the

controller 1235 and the beam selector 1215 are configured separately by way of

example, the controller 1235 and the beam selector 1215 may be configured as a single

unit according to another embodiment of the present disclosure.

[154] The transmitting modem 1230 may include the above-described beamforming

transmitter 1000 in FIG. 10, and the receiving modem 1240 may include the

beamforming receiver 1100 in FIG. 11.

[155] The transmitter 1210 and the receiver 1220 may include the above-described switch

103 in FIG. 1, or the phase shifters 203-1-203-N in FIG. 2a. The antenna unit 1205

may include any one of the antennas in FIGS. 1 to 3. The controller 1235 may control

an operation that is performed by the transmitting module 1230 and the receiving

modem 1240 to transmit and receive a periodic first DL/UL training signal and an

aperiodic second DL/UL training signal according to embodiments of the present

disclosure; an operation of selecting an antenna, a beam, a MIMO mode and a

beamforming mode for a BS and an MS depending on the measurement results; and an

operation of transmitting feedback information or indication information.

[156] The antenna unit 1205 may include a plurality of antennas. The plurality of antennas

may have any one of the forms of, for example, the above-described horn antennas and

array antennas illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, and may form a plurality of beams.

[157] For example, if the antenna unit 1205 includes array antennas as illustrated in FIGS.

2a and 2b, the beam selector 1215 may store all of the values and signal magnitudes of

phase shifters for each antenna, or the switch value in FIG. 1, and may output a value



corresponding to a unique number of the beam selected by the controller 1235, to the

transmitter 1210 or the receiver 1220.

[158] The transmitter 1210 or the receiver 1220 may cause the beam selector 1215 to

generate a beam corresponding to the set value for each antenna.

[159] As another example, the beam selector 1215 may apply the beamforming according

to an embodiment of the present disclosure, even if the antenna unit 1205 includes the

independent antennas having the same form as those of the beamforming transmitter

1000 illustrated in FIG. 10 and the beamforming receiver 1100 illustrated in FIG. 11.

In this case, the beam selector 1215 may use the codebook values used in the precoder

1041 in FIG. 10 and the beamforming unit 1131 in FIG. 11, as the values of the phase

shifters in FIGS. 2a and 2b, which are used for generating analog beams according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure. In other words, the beam selector 1215 may

perform a function of switching transmit beams of transmit antennas or receive beams

of receive antennas by changing the codebook index.

[160] The receiving modem 1240, under control of the controller 1235, may measure the

power or the CQI value (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio) of a periodic first DL/UL training

signal and an aperiodic second DL/UL training signal, which are received via each

antenna and its beam by means of the antenna unit 1205. In other words, the receiving

modem 1240 may perform the above-described first DL channel measurement process

and first UL channel measurement process according to the first to third embodiments

of the present disclosure.

[161] First, it will be assumed that the apparatus 1200 operates as a BS or an MS in a DL

according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure. In this case, the apparatus

1200 operating as a BS or an MS may operate in accordance with the signaling

diagrams of FIGS. 4a and 4b. If the apparatus 1200 operates as a BS, a situation will be

considered in which the antenna unit 1205 has Na antennas and a plurality of beams

may be simultaneously generated for each antenna, so for example, Nb beams may be

generated. In contrast, if the apparatus 1200 operates as an MS according to the first

embodiment, a situation will be considered in which the antenna unit 1205 has a total

of Ma antennas and a plurality of beams may be generated for each antenna, so for

example, Mb beams may be simultaneously generated.

[162] Then, the controller 1235 may perform first DL channel measurement based on the

first DL training signal according to the first embodiment, which is received through

the receiving modem 1240 and the receiver 1220, and generate first feedback in

formation based on the results thereof. The controller 1235 may generate the first

feedback information including a CQI, the complexity of which is reduced using

various methods for reducing the complexity of the CQI, which is one of the in

formation included in the first feedback information.



[163] For example, in a DL, in the case of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS, the

antennas included in the antenna unit 1205 may operate as transmit antennas. In the

case of the apparatus 1200 operating as an MS, the antennas included in the antenna

unit 1205 may operate as receive antennas. For example, a CQI determined by

receiving a signal of a transmit beam 'b' of a transmit antenna 'a' of a BS via a receive

beam of a receive antenna of a specific MS 'u', and measuring the received
o

signal, may be written as Equation (5) below.

[164] Equation (5)

[165] where 'a' denotes an indicator of a transmit antenna of a BS, 'b' denotes an indicator

of a transmit beam of the BS, 'u' denotes an indicator of MSs located in the service

coverage of the BS, ' denotes an indicator of a receive antenna of an MS, and '

' denotes an indicator of a receive beam of the MS.

[166] In the ideal case, the apparatus 1200 operating as an MS should determine CQI

values for all transmit/receive beam combinations of receive beams for each of all

receive antennas included in its antenna unit 1205 and transmit beams for each of all

transmit antennas included in the antenna unit 1205 of the apparatus 1200 operating as

a BS, using Equation (5), and should include the determined CQI values in the first

feedback information. In this case, the performance of the scheduling may be

maximized since channel values for all transmit/receive beam combinations can be de

termined. However, if the first feedback information includes CQI values for all

transmit/receive beam combinations, UL resources may be wasted, causing a decrease

in communication efficiency. Therefore, in order to minimize the decrease in UL com

munication efficiency, the first feedback information according to embodiments of the

present disclosure may be generated to include CQI values determined by the

following complexity reduction scheme.

[167] As a specific example, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a

specific MS 'u' may detect an optimal beam combination that includes an optimal

receive antenna , an optimal receive beam , an optimal transmit antenna a
pt

t p /

and an optimal transmit beam b
opt

having the maximum receive power value in ac

cordance with Equation (6) below, among all the transmit/receive beam combinations.

The controller 1235 may generate configuration information for the optimal beam

combination (e.g., indicators of a receive antenna, a receive beam, a transmit antenna

and a transmit beam constituting the optimal beam combination) and a CQI value de-



termined based thereon, as an example of the first feedback information.

[169] Equation (6)

[170] In this case, if the configuration information only for the optimal beam combination

is included in the first feedback information, the information that the BS that has

received the first feedback information may consider in its first DL scheduling process

may be too limited. Therefore, in accordance with another embodiment, an optimal

transmit beam indicator, indicators of an optimal receive antenna and an optimal

receive beam, and a CQI value determined based thereon may be included in the first

feedback information, for each of transmit antennas (a=0,l,...,N-l) of the BS as shown

in Equation (7) below.

[172] Equation (7)

[173] In yet another embodiment, in order to further increase the scheduling performance

of the BS, indicators(b
opt

(a), ) ° f optimal transmit beam and receive

beam, and a CQI value \ determined basedCQI{ b a)→
p

b u)}
thereon may be included in the first feedback information, for each antenna com

bination (a, ) including each of transmit antennas (a= 0, 1, M-l) of the BS and

each of receive antennas( _ Q e MS, as shown in Equation

(8) below.

1 7 4 CQl{b (a) → p { ¾ u)} = niax CQ (a) → β( , )}, a = 0, 1 . ,,., - Ι , =

[175] Equation (8)

[176] In order to further increase the scheduling performance of the BS in accordance with

yet another embodiment, indicators

... for the second and

third best beams b2 d , b
3rd

, and a CQI value determined based thereon may be

included in the first feedback information, for each transmit antenna 'a' of the BS for

optimal receive antenna and receive beam p of the MS, or for an



optimal receive beam f r a c receive antenna, as shown Equation

(

[178] Equation (9)

[179] In accordance with another embodiment, the first feedback information may include

numbers (or indicators) of a transmit antenna 'a' and a

transmit beam 'b' of the BS, CQI values of which are less than a predetermined

reference value CQI
O

w for an optimal receive beam for each receive antenna of each

MS, as shown in Equation (10).

[180] CQi{h a → Pp t « } C I w , a = 0 , 1, . N - % a = 0, 1, . , - 1

[181] Equation (10)

[182] In an embodiment for reducing the amount of data of the first feedback information,

various data compression techniques may be applied to the CQI value included in the

first feedback information. For example, indicators of a transmit antenna 'a' and a

transmit beam 'b' of the BS, CQI values of which are less than the reference value CQI

LOW , may be represented in the form of bit map. The first feedback information may

include information about the DL transmission mode that the BS will use during its

actual data transmission, based on the first DL training signal transmitted by the BS. In

this case, the controller 1235 may determine one of the SU-MIMO mode and the MU-

MIMO mode as a candidate DL transmission mode for the BS, based on the first DL

training signal received from the BS.

[183] First, if the apparatus 1200 operates as an MS, the controller 1235 may represent the

signal received through the antenna unit 1205, as shown in Equation ( 11). It will be

assumed that a first DL training signal 'x' transmitted via each transmit beam b(a)

(a=0,l,..., N-l) of a transmit antenna 'a' of the BS is received via a receive beam

(a=0,l, M-l) of a receive antenna of one MS 'u' among the MSs
C

located in the service coverage of the BS.



[184]
y HFs

r = WHFs— Wn

[185] . . . . Equation (11)

[186] In Equation ( 11), Ή ' denotes a channel matrix, 'F' denotes a precoder that the BS

uses when transmitting data, 's' denotes a transmission symbol, and 'n' denotes noise.

In addition, 'r' denotes a received signal that is finally obtained by applying reception

digital beamforming to a received signal y, and W denotes a reception digital

beamforming value.

[187] Assuming the SU-MIMO environment, the controller 1235 may determine a data

transfer rate for the MS 'u' using Equation (12) below.

[188]

R ~ ¾ gdet ~ yW FQF ' ' )

l gdetCl H IT )

[189] . . . . Equation (12)

[190] where denotes a ratio of received noise power to transmit symbol power, and Q

denotes a covariance matrix of a transmitted symbol 's' or may be an identity matrix

(Q=I). In addition, a reception beamforming matrix W may be a unitary matrix,

WW*= W*W=I, and denotes a

unique number of a beam used in a BS antenna a=0, 1, N-l. Further,

denotes unique numbers of M antennas

mounted on the MS, and indicates that the order of beams is arbitrarily changed at the

number of 0, 1, M-1. In other words,

£ , - 1},



as they are unique to each other, may be satisfied.

Moreover, denotes beam number

vectors selected at M antennas of the MS 'u'.

[191] If the controller 1235 has information about a CQI value for the optimal beam com

bination, the controller 1235 may determine a precoder for maximizing the data

transfer rate determined by Equation (12), using Equation (13) below.

[192]

[193] . Equation (13)

[194]

[195] If the BS does not perform digital precoding, F may be an identity matrix(F=I). If the

maximum value of the data transfer rate determined in accordance with Equation (13)

is similar to a value of a data transfer rate in a case where precoding is not performed

(e.g., F=I). In other words, if the performance improvement of the data transfer rate

due to the digital precoding is less than a predetermined reference, the controller 1235

may determine that the precoding is not effective. In this situation, the controller 1235

may determine to transmit data only with analog beamforming without performing

digital precoding. In addition, if the controller 1235 has information about the optimal

beam combination, the controller 1235 may determine a scheduling metric value of the

MS. For example, assuming that the controller 1235 uses a Proportional Fair (PF)

scheduling algorithm, the controller 1235 may determine an SU-MIMO scheduling

metric of the MS 'u' based on the optimal beam combination, using Equation (14)

below.

[197] . . . . Equation (14)

[198] where T(u) denotes average throughput of the MS 'u'.

[199] The controller 1235 may find the optimal beam combination including the optimal

transmit beam and receive beam for maximizing the SU-MIMO scheduling metric

value shown as in Equation (14). For example, the controller 1235 may determine the

maximum value of the data transfer rate that can be obtained during application of SU-



MIMO to the BS, using Equation (15) below.

[201] Equation (15)

[202] The controller 1235 may include, in the first feedback information, the maximum

value of the data transfer rate that can be obtained during application of SU-MIMO to

the BS, and configuration information of the beam combination that is mapped to the

maximum value. The configuration information may include indicators of a transmit

antenna and a transmit beam and indicators of a receive antenna and a receive beam,

which constitute the beam combination that is mapped to the maximum value.

[203] If the controller 1235 determines the SU-MIMO scheduling metric and the data

transfer rate for all transmit/receive beam combinations, the complexity may be too

high. Therefore, in order to reduce the complexity, the controller 1235 may determine

the SU-MIMO scheduling metric and the data transfer rate determined based on

Equations (14) and (15), only for the transmit/receive beam combinations including,

for example, a receive antenna whose received signal power has the maximum value,

and include the results thereof in the first feedback information, thereby reducing the

complexity.

[204] In conclusion, the first feedback information according to the first embodiment of the

present disclosure may include all CQI values for all transmit/receive beam com

binations that can be obtained through above-described Equations (6) to ( 11), or some

CQI values satisfying relevant conditions among all the CQI values. In addition, the

first feedback information may include the maximum value or its equivalent in

formation of the data transfer rate that can be determined using Equation (15) and can

be obtained during application of SU-MIMO, and configuration information and an RI

value for the transmit/receive beam combination for each MS, which is mapped to the

maximum value. If the digital beamforming is applied, the first feedback information

may include an applied precoder value F
opt

, PMI or the like. Herein, CQI or

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) may be used as information equivalent to the

maximum value of the data transfer rate that can be obtained during application of SU-

MIMO.

[205] If the first feedback information is transmitted, the controller 1235 of the apparatus

1200 operating as a BS may perform first DL scheduling based on the first feedback

information. In the first DL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may determine the

optimal DL MIMO mode that the BS will apply when actually transmitting data.

[206] As a specific example, in the first DL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may

compare the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric obtained from the

first feedback information with the maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling



metric that is determined according to the scheme described below, and determine the

MIMO scheme mapped to the maximum value of them, as the optimal DL MIMO

scheme.

[207] For example, in a DL, a BS may transmit a signal 'x' with transmit beams

b(a)(a=0,l,..., N-1) of N transmit antennas 'a'. A situation will be considered in which

the BS transmits L symbols to an MS group (e.g., L MSs
0 ... £ - 1

) to which MU-MIMO will be applied, with the same time and

frequency resources. Then, assuming that an MS u=^ among the MSs receives a signal

with receive beams n r \ of M receive antennas, andβ( )( = 0 1 ... V - 1)
performs reception digital beamforming Wu, a received signal may be written as

Equation (16) below.

[208]

[209] where

h , - l ,0 h - lJV-l

[210] If the reception digital beamforming used by the MS 'u' corresponds to a linear filter,

the controller 1235 may determine the data transfer rate that the BS and the MS can

achieve in the MU-MIMO environment, in accordance with Equation (17) below.

[212] . . . . Equation (17)

[213]



denotes an indicator of a transmit beam that is used

in each of transmit antennas a=0,l,...,N-l of the BS. In addition,

denotes an indicator of a receive antenna of the MS,

and indicates an arbitrary change in order of 0, 1, , M-l corresponding to the in-

dicators of receive antennas. In other words,

l ,...,M-l , and if

may be

satisfied. Further, - _ - denotes a vector corresponding to

an indicator of each of MSs included in the MS group including L MSs that receive the

data transmitted by the BS, using the same time and frequency resources, during ap

plication of MU-MIMO. Moreover,

denotes a vector cor-

responding to an indicator of a receive beam selected at each of M receive antennas of

the MS 'u

The controller 1235 may determine MU-MIMO scheduling metrics for L MSs con

stituting an MS group according to the PF scheduling algorithm, using Equation (18)

below.



[215]

[216] . . . . Equation (18)

[217] As illustrated in Equation (18), in order to determine the values of the MU-MIMO

scheduling metrics, the controller 1235 should have information about the channel

values for the plurality of MSs constituting the MS group to which MU-MIMO is

applied. Therefore, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS should

obtain CQI values for all transmit/receive beam combinations and the MS group to

which MU-MIMO is applied, in order to determine the maximum value of the MU-

MIMO scheduling metric for all transmit/receive beam combinations and the MS

group to which MU-MIMO is applied, causing a significant reduction in UL data

transmission efficiency.

[218] Accordingly, in order to reduce the amount of feedback information required during

determination of MU-MIMO scheduling metrics, the present disclosure proposes

primary MU-MIMO scheduling metrics approximating the MU-MIMO scheduling

metrics determined in accordance with Equation (18). As a specific example, it will be

assumed that if the receive power that an MS 'u' has received with a receive beam

of a receive antenna , for the signal that the BS has transmitted with a transmit
O

beam 'b' of a transmit antenna 'a', is represented as transmit power

represents the noise power and T(u) represents

average throughput of the MS 'u'. In this case, if the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS

simultaneously transmits data to L MSs constituting the MS group, the controller 1235

may determine a primary MU-MIMO scheduling metric determined based on Equation

(19).

[220] . . . . Equation (19)

[221] where denotes the receive power with which an MS ui

has received the signal that the BS has transmitted in a transmit beam b(¾ ) of a



transmit antenna a via a receive beam of a receive antenna . In
β ( α ) o c

addition, x r denotes the receive power with which the MS ui

(where _ has received the signal that the BS has transmitted in a transmit beam

b(ak) of a transmit antenna ak, via a receive beam

The primary MU-MIMO scheduling metric determined based on Equation (19) may be

determined using the first feedback information, and may correspond to an ap

proximate value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric determined based on Equation

(18). If there is a transmit beam - ,of the BS, whose

has the maximum value and

,¾( G,) β .

has the minimum value, for each MS U in

the MS group - , a value of the primary MU-MIMO scheduling metric de

termined based on Equation (19) may have the maximum value. For example, it will be

assumed that the BS transmits data to two MSs (e.g., MS0and MSi) in a DL

transmission mode by applying MU-MIMO. Then, the controller 1235 may select a

receive beam that satisfies both first and second conditions. For example, if a transmit

beam b(0) and a transmit beam b(l) are selected for transmit antennas 0 and 1, the first

condition may correspond to a case where the receive power of the signal that MS0 has

received via the transmit beam b(0) of the transmit antenna 0 has the maximum value,

and the receive power of the signal that MSi has received via the transmit beam b(0) of

the transmit antenna 0 has the minimum value. In the second condition, a receive beam

may be selected, which satisfies the conditions in which the receive power of the signal

that MSi has received via the transmit beam b(l) of the transmit antenna 1 has the

maximum value, and the receive power of the signal that MS0 has received via the

transmit beam b(l) of the transmit antenna 1 has the minimum value. In summary, the

controller 1235 may determine the maximum value of the primary MU-MIMO

scheduling metric determined based on Equation (19), using the first feedback in

formation. In addition, the controller 1235 may select configuration information (e.g.,

MS's receive antenna and receive beam, and BS's transmit antenna and transmit beam)

of the beam combination that is mapped to the maximum value of the primary MU-



MIMO scheduling metric. Thereafter, the controller 1235 may compare the maximum

value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric with the maximum value of the MU-MIMO

scheduling metric, which are obtained from the first feedback information. The

controller 1235 may determine the MIMO scheme corresponding to the maximum

value selected by the comparison results, as an optimal DL MIMO scheme.

[222] In an alternative embodiment, in a case where the apparatus 1200 operates as a BS, if

the controller 1235 satisfies the conditions that the maximum value of an SU-MIMO

scheduling metric is greater than an MU-MIMO scheduling metric value and a

difference between the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric and the

maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric value is greater than a prede

termined difference reference value T_smd, the controller 1235 may determine the SU-

MIMO scheme as an optimal DL MIMO scheme. On the contrary, if the controller

1235 satisfies the conditions that the maximum value of an MU-MIMO scheduling

metric is greater than the maximum value of an SU-MIMO scheduling metric and a

difference between the maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric and the

maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric is greater than a predetermined

difference reference value T_msd, the controller 1235 determine the MU-MIMO

scheme as an optimal DL MU-MIMO scheme. The difference reference values T_smd

and T_msd may be set as the same value, or may be set as different values.

[223] Finally, if a difference between the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling

metric and the maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric is not significant

as they fall within a predetermined percentage, the controller 1235 may select both of

the two schemes as candidate DL MIMO schemes.

[224] If the controller 1235 determines SU-MIMO as a candidate DL MIMO scheme, the

controller 1235 may compare the performance improvement due to the application of

digital precoding, with a predetermined performance reference value. If the per

formance improvement is greater than or equal to the performance reference value as a

result of the comparison, the controller 1235 may additionally transmit an aperiodic

second DL training signal as described in FIG. 4a, for application of digital precoding.

Accordingly, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as the BS may

perform second scheduling by receiving, from MSs, second feedback information that

is generated depending on the second DL training signal. On the other hand, if the per

formance improvement is less than the performance reference value as a result of the

comparison, the controller 1235 may determine not to perform the transmission of the

aperiodic second DL training signal. The controller 1235 may transmit actual data to

MSs by applying only analog beamforming based on the above-described first DL

scheduling.

[225] If the controller 1235 determines both of SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO as candidate



DL MIMO schemes, the controller 1235 may transmit an aperiodic second DL training

signal to MSs by applying both of SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO. The controller 1235

may receive second feedback information for the second DL training signal for each of

SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO, from the MSs, and determine the final DL MIMO scheme

by performing second DL scheduling based on the received second feedback in

formation.

[226] Finally, if the controller 1235 determines MU-MIMO as a candidate DL MIMO

scheme, the controller 1235 may additionally determine an SIRmin value using

Equation (20) below.

[227]

[228] Equation (20)

[229] The controller 1235 may compare the SIR value with a predetermined SIRmin

threshold. If the SIR value is less than the predetermined SIR threshold as a result

of the comparison, the controller 1235 may determine that there is significant in

terference between MSs constituting an MS group to which MU-MIMO is to be

applied. Accordingly, the controller 1235 may determine to apply digital beamforming

to reduce the interference. Thus, the controller 1235 may additionally transmit an

aperiodic second DL training signal to the MSs constituting the MS group, and receive

second feedback information from the MSs. Then, the controller 1235 may perform

second DL scheduling based on the second feedback information. On the other hand, if

the SIRmin value is greater than or equal to the SIRmin threshold as a result of the

comparison, the controller 1235 may determine to transmit data only with the analog

beamforming.

[230] In accordance with the first embodiment of the present disclosure, the aperiodic

second DL training signal may be transmitted and received just before the BS transmits

actual data, in order to minimize the influence of change in channel due to the

movement of the MS or the change in environment around the MS. As described

above, if the spacing between subcarriers carrying first DL training signals is increased

in order to reduce the interference between adjacent cells during transmission of the

first DL training signal, a second DL training signal may be transmitted in order to

increase the accuracy of the first DL training signal, which may be reduced.

[231] The second feedback information that is generated in the second DL scheduling

process that is performed based on the second DL training signal, may include at least



one of a size and phase value, a CQI value, an optimal PMI value, an RI value and an

MCS value of a multi-beamforming MIMO channel.

[232] In the second DL scheduling process, if the apparatus 1200 operates as a BS, the

controller 1235 may determine an optimal DL MIMO scheme satisfying Equation (21)

below and a transmit/receive beam combination satisfying the optimal DL MIMO

s

[234] Equation (21)

[235] Next, it will be assumed that the apparatus 1200 operates as an MS or a BS in a UL

according to a second embodiment of the present disclosure. Similarly, in this case, the

apparatus 1200 operating as a BS or an MS may operate in accordance with the

signaling diagrams of FIGS. 5a and 5b.

[236] If the apparatus 1200 operates as an MS, the controller 1235 may transmit a periodic

first UL training signal to a BS.

[237] On the other hand, if the apparatus 1200 operates as a BS, the controller 1235 may

measure CQI values for all transmit/receive beam combinations. In the first UL

channel measurement and first UL scheduling process performed based on the periodic

first UL training signal, the controller 1235 may determine SU-MIMO scheduling

metrics in a UL in accordance with Equation (14).

[238] MU-MIMO technology shows very different characteristics in a DL and a UL. In the

DL, a BS may simultaneously transmit a signal to a plurality of MSs using a plurality

of antennas. The BS may simultaneously transmit a signal for different MSs for each

antenna, and each of a plurality of MSs may detect only its own signal. In this case,

each MS may receive even a signal for other MSs, which is unnecessary for the MS

itself, causing a decrease in reception performance. Accordingly, the data transfer rate

of Equation (17) that the BS and the MS can achieve in the MU-MIMO environment,

and the primary MU-MIMO scheduling metrics of Equation (19) may be involved in

the above-described performance degradation due to the interference between MSs.

[239] By comparison, in the UL, if a plurality of MSs simultaneously transmit signals to a

BS, all the signals transmitted by the plurality of MSs may correspond to the signals

which are necessary for the BS, unlike the signals transmitted to the MSs in the DL.

Therefore, in the UL, a transmission/reception equation of MU-MIMO may be de

termined similar to that of SU-MIMO in the DL, and scheduling metrics may be

written as Equation (22).



[241] Equation (22)

[242] where , and fu i denotes a

precoding vector for an MS Ui.

[243] Therefore, in the UL, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS

may determine MU-MIMO scheduling metrics in the UL in accordance with Equation

(22). As an example of determining the optimal UL MIMO scheme, the controller

1235 may compare the maximum value of SU-MIMO scheduling metric for the UL

with the maximum value of MU-MIMO scheduling metric, and determine a MIMO

scheme corresponding to the maximum value of them, as the optimal UL MIMO

scheme.

[244] The controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS may compare the per

formance improvement due to the application of digital precoding to UL transmission

by the MS in the first UL scheduling process, with a predetermined performance

reference value. If the performance improvement is greater than or equal to the per

formance reference value as a result of the comparison, the controller 1235 may

determine to additionally transmit an aperiodic second UL training signal as described

in FIG. 5a, for application of digital precoding, and may provide indication in

formation thereof to MSs. As described above, if the spacing between subcarriers

carrying first UL training signals is increased in order to reduce the interference

between adjacent cells during transmission of the first UL training signal, a second UL

training signal may be transmitted in order to increase the accuracy of the first UL

training signal, which may be reduced.



[245] Thereafter, upon receiving an aperiodic second UL training signal for each MS, the

controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS may perform second UL

channel measurement and second UL scheduling based on the aperiodic second UL

training signal. In the second UL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may

determine the optimal precoder value to be used in UL transmission by the MS, and

allocate wireless resources for transmission of UL data.

[246] On the contrary, if the performance improvement is less than the performance

reference value as a result of the comparison, the controller 1235 may determine not to

apply digital precoding for UL transmission by the MS. However, if a change in UL

channel gain for each MS is significant at each frequency after the controller 1235 has

determined not to apply digital precoding, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200

operating as a BS may ensure gain for multiple users by additionally performing UL

sub-band scheduling. In order to perform the UL sub-band scheduling, the controller

1235 may determine to transmit an aperiodic second UL training signal and perform

second UL scheduling in the above-described manner.

[247] Finally, it will be assumed that a periodic first UL training signal is not transmitted

and received according to the third embodiment of the present disclosure. In this case,

the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS or an MS may operate in accordance with the

signaling diagram of FIG 6.

[248] In this case, the controller 1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS may perform

first UL scheduling based on the channel value of a first DL training signal and the

optimal MIMO scheme for the DL, which are obtained from the first feedback in

formation for the a periodic first DL training signal. In this case, the scheduling metrics

for UL MU-MIMO of Equation (22) may not be determined based on the first

feedback information for the periodic first DL training signal. Therefore, in this case,

simplified scheduling metrics that use first DL feedback information may be de

termined in accordance with Equation (23).

[250] Equation (23)

[251] In the first UL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may determine scheduling

metrics for UL SU-MIMO using a transfer rate value for DL SU-MIMO, which is

included in the first feedback information. As another example of determining an

optimal UL MIMO scheme in the first UL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may

determine SU-MIMO as an optimal UL MIMO scheme, if the controller 1235 satisfies

the conditions that the maximum value of an SU-MIMO scheduling metric is greater

than the maximum value of an MU-MIMO scheduling metric for a UL and a difference



between the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric and the maximum

value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric determined by Equation (23) is greater than

a predetermined difference reference value T_smu. On the contrary, the controller

1235 may determine MU-MIMO as an optimal UL MIMO scheme, if the controller

1235 satisfies the conditions that the maximum value of an MU-MIMO scheduling

metric is greater than the maximum value of an SU-MIMO scheduling metric for a UL

and a difference between the maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric and

the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling metric is greater than a prede

termined difference reference value T_msu. The difference reference values T_smu

and T_msu may be set as the same value, or may be set as different values.

[252] Finally, if a difference between the maximum value of the SU-MIMO scheduling

metric and the maximum value of the MU-MIMO scheduling metric is not significant

for the UL as they fall within a predetermined percentage, the controller 1235 may

select both of the two schemes as candidate UL MIMO schemes.

[253] In the above-described manner, in the first UL scheduling process, the controller

1235 of the apparatus 1200 operating as a BS may determine at least one candidate

combination based on the received signal strength or channel value for the first DL

training signals, which is obtained from the first feedback information. The controller

1235 may compare the performance for the at least one candidate combination with a

predetermined performance reference value, and select a path to be used to transmit an

aperiodic second UL training signal, from among the at least one candidate com

binations depending on the comparison results. The controller 1235 may control the

apparatus 1200 to transmit indication information including a transmission instruction

for the aperiodic second UL training signal and information about a path to be used to

transmit the aperiodic second UL training signal, to the MSs included in the path to be

used to transmit the aperiodic second UL training signal.

[254] Thereafter, upon detecting reception of the aperiodic second UL training signal, the

controller 1235 may perform second UL scheduling based thereon. As the controller

1235 obtains all channel information needed for determination of second UL

scheduling in the second UL training process, the controller 1235 may use Equation

(22) for determination of scheduling metrics for UL MU-MIMO in the second UL

scheduling process. In the second UL scheduling process, the controller 1235 may

select a candidate UL MIMO scheme, select the final path to be used to actually

transmit UL data, and allocate wireless resources for UL data transmission by MSs

included in the final paths. In other words, the controller 1235 may determine a UL

MIMO mode and a precoder value, which will be used by the MS included in the

selected final path. The controller 1235 may transmit indication information including

information about the final path and information about wireless resources allocated for



UL data transmission, to the MSs included in the final path.

[255] For reference, a description will now be made of an example of the signal

transmission/reception standard in the wireless communication system to which hybrid

beamforming is applied according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. First,

one radio frame has a length of 5ms, and may include five subframes each having a

fixed length of 1ms. One subframe may include 20 slots each having a fixed length of

50 . One slot may include 10 or 11 OFDM symbols. One OFDM symbol may

include an FFT interval and a CP interval. The FFT interval may have a length of 4

, the CP interval may have a length of 1 or 0.5 , and one OFDM symbol

may have a length of 5 or 4.5 . As a result, in this example, a length of one

slot may correspond to a length of 10 OFDM symbols each having a length of 5 ,

or a sum of a length of one OFDM symbol having a length of 5 and a length of 10

in a DL, a BS may transmit at least one slot for Synchronization (Sync) or Broadcast

Channel (BCH) to MSs in every frame. Upon receiving the slot, at least one MS may

match synchronization with the BS and receive system control information through the

BCH. In accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure, the BS may

transmit various control information and a second DL training signal over at least one

control slot in every subframe. In addition, the BS may transmit a first DL training

signal over at least one Beam Measurement (BM) slot at every period selected by the

system or at every period defined in the standard. In the DL, the BS may transmit

actual data over at least one slot in each subframe. Although the slot (hereinafter

referred to as a 'data slot') over which actual data is transmitted may be selected by the

system to have 10 or 11 OFDM symbols depending on the channel characteristics, all

the other types of slots may include 10 OFDM symbols at all times. Similarly, even in

the UL, the above-described slots may exist in each frame.

[257] FIG. 13A illustrates an example of a DL frame structure according to an embodiment

of the present disclosure.

[258] Referring to FIG. 13a, for example, a DL frame may include a total of 5 subframes,

and one BM slot (BM slot-1, BM slot-2, BM slot-3, or BM slot-4) may be transmitted

in every subframe 1 to subframe 4. The number of BM slots arranged in one frame or

one subframe may be adjusted depending on the implementation of transmit antennas

mounted on a BS and transmit beams for each transmit antenna. In the BM slot, the BS



may provide information about the total number, cycle and pattern of BM slots, to an

MS through a BCH or an SIB. Since one BM slot includes 10 OFDM symbols, if the

periodic first DL training signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure

is transmitted through each symbol, the first DL training signal may be transmitted for

a total of 10 transmit beams. Assuming that the BS generates a total of 40 transmit

beams through its all transmit antennas, the BS may transmit the first DL training

signal for 40 transmit beams through a total of 4 BS slots, by allocating one BM slot in

each of the subframe 1 to the subframe 4.

[259] FIG. 13b illustrates an example of a method of switching transmit beams of a BS and

receive beams of an MS for transmission/reception of a first DL training signal in a DL

frame structure according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[260] Referring to FIG. 13b, one DL frame includes 5 subframes. A situation will be

considered in which a first DL training signal according to the first embodiment of the

present disclosure is transmitted over one BM slot in each subframe. An MS may fix a

receive beam for a BM slot in each subframe to, for example, a beam #2. The BS may

transmit the first DL training signal while sequentially switching 10 transmit beams for

an arbitrary transmit antenna during a BM slot for each subframe. As a specific

example, the BS may transmit the first DL training signal while sequentially switching

transmit beams #0 to #9 in a BM slot of a subframe 0 of a frame 1, and transmit one

OFDM symbol constituting the first DL training signal for each beam being switched.

The BS may transmit the first DL training signal while sequentially switching transmit

beams #10 to #19 of the transmit antenna in a BM slot of a second subframe of the

frame 1. In this manner, the BS may transmit the first DL training signal while se

quentially switching transmit beams #40 to #49 of the transmit antenna in a BM slot in

the last subframe 4 of the frame 1. In this way, an MS may receive a BM slot with the

same fixed receive beam in one frame, but the MS may receive other slots in the same

frame with receive beams different from the receive beam used in the BM slot. Even in

a frame following the frame 1, transmission of the first DL training signal by the BS

over the BM slot may be performed in the same way as in the frame 1. However, an

MS may switch a receive beam for receiving a BM slot for each subframe to another

beam, for example, a beam #3, and receive the first DL training signal. In this way, the

BS may periodically transmit the first DL training signal for all transmit beams of the

antenna in every frame and the MS may receive a BM slot by switching receive beams

for each frame, so the MS may receive the first DL training signal for all transmit/

receive beam combinations, and measure a channel for the received signal. A value of

the channel measured based on the first DL training signal may include a wideband

CQI value for the received signal depending on the subcarrier and code of the OFDM

symbol designated for each cell, antenna and beam. The wideband CQI value may



correspond to the long-term channel characteristics that are determined by the

macroscopic factors such as the size and location of a reflector around the BS and MS,

and the width and direction of transmit/receive beams, and may slowly change even if

the MS moves. Therefore, the optimal beam combination, the wideband CQI value of

which has the maximum value, may be found as a result of the channel measurement

for the periodic first DL training signals for all transmit/receive beam combinations,

and the transmit beam and the receive beam configuring the optimal beam combination

may be used regardless of the movement of the MS. Since the first DL training signal

according to the first to third embodiments of the present disclosure is distinguished

depending on the plurality of cell types and antennas that simultaneously transmit

training signals, the estimation performance may be increased by distinguishing in

terference signals coming from the adjacent cells. If the signals from adjacent cells

cannot be distinguished, the optimal transmit beam may be misrecognized, causing

serious errors in the beam operation of the BS and the MS. In addition, for at least one

beam combination selected based on the first DL training signal, the short-term

channel values (such as the size and phase value of a channel) for considering the

mobility of the MS may also be estimated. In particular, for a candidate beam com

bination to which SU-MIMO is to be applied, since the scheduling metric and data

transfer rate that are based on Equation (14) or (15) should be calculated, the short-

term channel values may be estimated.

Thereafter, in the first DL scheduling process performed based on the first DL

training signal, if the BS determines to transmit a second DL training signal, the BS

may transmit the second DL training signal via the transmit antenna and transmit beam

selected in the first DL scheduling process. The second DL training signal may be

transmitted through an OFDM symbol in a control slot for each subframe illustrated in

FIGS. 13a and 13b. Indication information for the MSs, which are selected as a target

to receive the second DL training signal in the first DL scheduling process, may be

transmitted through the control slot. The MSs, which have received the indication in

formation over the control slot, may receive the second DL training signal using the

receive antenna and receive beam included in the indication information, and estimate

a channel value for the received signal. The aperiodic second DL training signal

according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may be transmitted just before

the BS actually transmit data, in order to consider changes in short-term channel due to

the movement of the MS. Therefore, the control slot over which the second DL

training signal is transmitted may be transmitted in a slot just before the data slot in

every subframe. Thereafter, the BS may perform second DL scheduling and determine

a precoder value, based on the second feedback information including the channel e s

timation results for the second DL training signal for each MS, and then transmit the



data slot, to which digital beamforming is applied with the determined precoder value.

For example, the time required for transmission and channel estimation for the second

DL training signal and the feedback and digital beamforming may be minimized to one

subframe (e.g., 1ms).

[262] FIG. 14a illustrates an example of a UL frame structure according to an embodiment

of the present disclosure.

[263] Referring to FIG. 14a, one frame may include a total of 5 subframes, and one BM

slot (BM slot-1, BM slot-2, BM slot-3, or BM slot-4) may be transmitted in every

subframe 1 to subframe 4. The number of BM slots arranged in one frame or one

subframe may be adjusted depending on the implementation of receive antennas

mounted on a BS and receive beams for each receive antenna.

[264] FIG. 14b illustrates an example of a method of switching receive beams of a BS and

transmit beams of an MS for transmission/reception of a first UL training signal in a

UL frame structure according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[265] Referring to FIG. 14b, one UL frame includes 5 subframes. A situation will be

considered in which a first UL training signal according to the second embodiment of

the present disclosure is transmitted over one BM slot in each subframe. An MS may

fix a transmit beam for a BM slot in each subframe to, for example, a beam #2, and re

peatedly transmit the first UL training signal as many times as the total number of

receive beams of the receive antenna of the BS. The BS may receive the first UL

training signal while sequentially switching 10 receive beams for an arbitrary receive

antenna during a BM slot for each subframe. The BS may receive one OFDM symbol

constituting the first UL training signal for each receive beam being switched. The BS

may receive the first UL training signal while sequentially switching receive beams

#10 to #19 of the receive antenna in a BM slot of a second subframe of the frame 1. In

this manner, the BS may receive the first UL training signal while sequentially

switching receive beams #40 to #49 of the receive antenna in a BM slot in the last

subframe 4 of the frame 1. In this way, an MS may transmit a BM slot with the same

fixed transmit beam in one frame, but the MS may transmit other slots in the same

frame with transmit beams different from the transmit beam used in the BM slot. Even

in a frame following the frame 1, reception of the first UL training signal by the BS

over the BM slot may be performed in the same way as in the frame 1. However, an

MS may switch a transmit beam for transmitting a BM slot for each subframe to

another beam, for example, a beam #3, and transmit the first UL training signal. In this

way, the BS may periodically receive the first UL training signal for all receive beams

of the antenna in every frame, and the MS may transmit a BM slot by switching

transmit beams for each frame, so the BS may receive the first UL training signal for

all transmit/receive beam combinations of the MS, and measure a channel for the



received signal. A value of the channel measured based on the first UL training signal

may include a wideband CQI value for the received signal depending on the subcarrier

and code of the OFDM symbol designated for each cell, antenna and beam. The

wideband CQI value may have the same characteristics as those measured in the DL

frame structure, so a redundant description thereof will be omitted herein. The first UL

training signal according to the second embodiment of the present disclosure may also

have the same characteristics as those of the first DL training signal according to the

first embodiment, so the short-term channel values may be estimated.

[266] If the first UL training is completed for all transmit/receive beam combinations of

one MS, the BS may select another MS and perform first UL training for the selected

MS, and may perform first UL training for all MSs in its cell if necessary. In this case,

in order to complete the first UL training for all MSs in the cell, quite a long time may

be required. Therefore, the first DL training results may be utilized in order to e f

ficiently perform first UL training while reducing the required time. For example, if

first UL training is performed only for the MSs whose optimal transmit/receive beam

combination is changed through the first DL training, the number of MSs to be subject

to first UL training may be reduced, and the first UL training time for the entire cell

may be reduced. If transmit beams and receive beams have almost same beam width

and direction in all MSs, first UL training may be performed only for the transmit

beams whose beam width and direction are almost the same as those of the optimal

receive beams of the MS through the first DL training, making it possible to addi

tionally reduce the training time. In addition, if its transmit beams and receive beams

have the same beam width and direction, the BS may also perform first UL scheduling

based on the first DL training results, omitting first UL training as in FIG. 6.

[267] Thereafter, if the BS determines to transmit the aperiodic second UL training signal

in the first UL scheduling process performed based on the first UL training signal, the

BS may transmit indication information for the target MSs that will transmit the

second UL training signal, to the MS over the control slot in each subframe. Upon

receiving the indication information over the control slot in each subframe, MSs may

transmit the second UL training signal via the transmit antenna and transmit beam

indicated by the indication information. The second UL training signal may be

transmitted through an OFDM symbol in a control slot of each subframe illustrated in

FIGS. 14a and 14b. The aperiodic second UL training signal may be transmitted just

before the MS actually transmits data, in order to consider changes in short-term

channel due to the movement of the MS. Therefore, the control slot over which the

second UL training signal is transmitted may be transmitted in a slot just before the

data slot in every subframe. Thereafter, the BS may perform second UL scheduling,

based on the results of channel estimation performed for the second UL training signal.



In the second UL scheduling process, the BS may determine a precoder value to be

used by the MS, and provide indication information indicating the determined precoder

value to the MS over the control slot in each subframe. Then, the MS may transmit the

data to the BS over the data slot in each subframe using the precoder value. Even in the

UL frame structure, for example, the time required for transmission and channel e s

timation for the second UL training signal and the feedback and digital beamforming

process may be minimized to one subframe (e.g., 1ms).

[268] If digital beamforming is determined not to be performed, based on the channel mea

surement results for the second UL/DL training signal, the transmission and channel

estimation for the second UL/DL training signal and the feedback and digital

beamforming may not be performed, and the data slot may be transmitted and received

using only the analog beamforming.

[269] FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a case in which a Time Division Duplex (TDD)

scheme is applied in a frame structure according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure.

[270] Referring to FIG. 15, a frame, to which a TDD scheme is applied, may also include

subframes and slots having the same time length and function as those of the frames, to

which a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) scheme is applied, in FIGS. 13a to 13b.

[271] The time period of each subframe may represent an example of DL slots and UL

slots allocated to distinguish a DL time period and a UL time period. The operation

method and principle of the present disclosure in the TDD scheme may be the same as

those in the FDD scheme, so a redundant description thereof will be omitted.

[272] Reference will now be made to FIGS. 16ato 18b to describe operations of a BS and

an MS according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Operations of the BS and

the MS, which are performed according each embodiment, are the same as the op

erations in each process in FIGS. 4A to 6, and the operations in FIG. 12, so a

redundant description thereof will be omitted herein.

[273] FIG. 16a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the first em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[274] Referring to FIG. 16a, in operation 1600, the BS may transmit a first DL training

signal at a predetermined cycle. The first DL training signal may be transmitted for all

transmit/receive beam combinations as described in operations 404a to 404b in FIG.

4a. In operation 1605, the BS may receive first feedback information including the

channel measurement results for the first DL training signal. The information included

in the first feedback information has been described in FIGS. 4A to 12, so a redundant

description thereof will be omitted herein. The BS may perform first DL scheduling

based on the first feedback information. The first DL scheduling process may be

performed in the same way as in operation 410 in FIG. 4A. In the first DL scheduling



process, the BS may determine whether to transmit an aperiodic second DL training

signal.

[275] If the BS determines to transmit the second DL training signal, the BS may provide

indication information including a transmission path of the second DL training signal

in operation 1610, and transmit the second DL training signal to the MSs included in

the indication information, in operation 1615.

[276] Upon receiving second feedback information for the second DL training signal from

the MSs, the BS may, in operation 1620, perform second DL scheduling based on the

second feedback information, select at least one final path to be used to finally transmit

DL data to the candidate MSs from which the second feedback information is received,

and allocate resources for transmission of the DL data. The BS may transmit DL data

to the MS that is included in the at least one final path according to the second DL

scheduling results, using the allocated resources.

[277] If the BS determines not to transmit the aperiodic second DL training signal, the BS,

in operation 1625, may select at least one final path to be used to finally transmit DL

data to the candidate MSs from which the first feedback information is received, and

allocate resources for transmission of the DL data, in the first DL scheduling process.

Similarly, the BS may transmit DL data along the final path.

[278] FIG. 16b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the first em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[279] Referring to FIG. 16b, in operation 1630, the MS may receive a first DL training

signal that is periodically transmitted from a BS, and may perform first DL channel

measurement for the first DL training signal, generate first feedback information based

on the measurement results, and transmit the first feedback information to the BS. The

measurement of the first DL channel and the generation of the first feedback in

formation may correspond to operations 406 to 408a in FIG. 4A.

[280] In operation 1635, the MS may receive, from the BS, indication information

including the results of the first DL scheduling that is performed based on the first

feedback information. The reception of the indication information may also correspond

to operation 412 in FIG. 4A.

[281] Thereafter, in operation 1640, the MS may determine the signal that is received via

the path corresponding to the indication information.

[282] If the signal is determined as DL data, the MS may proceed to operation 1650.

[283] On the other hand, if the signal is determined as an aperiodic second DL training

signal, the MS, in operation 1645, may measure the second DL channel based on the

aperiodic second DL training signal, generate second feedback information based on

the measurement results, and transmit the second feedback information to the BS.

Operation 1645 may also correspond to operations 416 to 418 in FIG. 4A.



[284] Thereafter, in operation 1650, the MS may receive the DL data that is received

through the final path and resources allocated in the second DL scheduling process that

is performed based on the second feedback information. The second DL scheduling

process may correspond to operation 420 in FIG. 4A.

[285] FIG. 17a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the second

embodiment of the present disclosure.

[286] Referring to FIG. 17a, in operation 1700, the MS may transmit a first UL training

signal based on the first indication information that is periodically received from a BS.

The reception of the first indication information may correspond to operation 503 in

FIG. 5a.

[287] In operation 1705, the MS may receive, from the BS, second indication information

that is allocated depending on the results of the first UL channel measurement

performed based on the first UL training signal by the BS and the results of the first

UL scheduling performed based on the first UL channel measurement. The first UL

channel measurement, the first UL scheduling, and the reception of the second in

dication information may correspond to operations 506 to 510 in FIG. 5a.

[288] In operation 1710, the MS may determine whether the second indication information

includes information indicating whether to transmit the aperiodic second UL training

signal.

[289] If it is determined that there is no information indicating transmission of the

aperiodic second UL training signal, the MS may transmit the UL data to the BS via

the resources and path corresponding to the second indication information in operation

1715. Operation 1715 may correspond to operations 522 to 524 in FIG. 5b.

[290] If it is determined that the second indication information includes information in

dicating transmission of the aperiodic second UL training signal, the MS may transmit

the aperiodic second UL training signal to the BS via the resources and path corre

sponding to the second indication information in operation 1720. Thereafter, in

operation 1725, the MS may receive third indication information that is allocated by

second UL scheduling performed depending on the results of the second UL channel

measurement performed based on the second UL training signal. The second UL

channel measurement, the second UL scheduling and the reception of the third in

dication information may correspond to operations 514 to 518 in FIG. 5a.

[291] Thereafter, in operation 1730, the MS may transmit UL data to the BS through the

resources and path included in the third indication information.

[292] FIG. 17b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the second em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[293] Referring to FIG. 17b, in operation 1735, the BS may transmit first indication in

formation including the resources, path and cycle for transmission of a first UL



training signal by an MS. The transmission of the first indication information may

correspond to operation 503 in FIG. 5a.

[294] In operation 1740, upon receiving the first UL training signal from the MS, the BS

may perform first UL channel measurement and first UL scheduling based on the

received first UL training signal. The BS may determine whether to permit

transmission of an aperiodic second UL training signal, and include or insert in

formation indicating the determination results in the second indication information.

The BS may transmit the second indication information to the MSs included in the

target path for transmission of the second UL training signal. The first UL channel

measurement, the first UL scheduling, and the determining whether to permit

transmission of the second UL training signal may correspond to operations 506 to 508

in FIG. 5a.

[295] After determining whether to permit transmission of the aperiodic second UL

training signal, upon receiving the second UL training signal from the MSs, the BS

may perform second UL channel measurement and second UL scheduling for the

received second UL training signal, and generate third indication information based on

the results thereof, in operation 1745. The second UL channel measurement and the

second UL scheduling may correspond to operations 415 to 516 in FIG. 5a. The BS

may transmit the third indication information to the MSs included in the final path that

is included in the third indication information and is used to transmit UL data.

[296] FIG. 18a is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a BS according to the third em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[297] Referring to FIG. 18a, in operation 1800, the BS may transmit a periodic first DL

training signal. In this case, like in the first embodiment, the first DL training signal

may be transmitted for all transmit/receive beam combinations.

[298] In operation 1805, the BS may receive first feedback information determined

depending on the results of first DL channel measurement and MS DL scheduling,

which are performed based on the first DL training signal. The first DL channel mea

surement, the MS DL scheduling and the reception of the first feedback information

may correspond to operations 606 to 610 in FIG. 6.

[299] Thereafter, in operation 1810, the BS may determine whether to permit transmission

of an aperiodic second UL training signal by the MSs, by performing first UL

scheduling based on the first feedback information, and transmit first indication in

formation including indication information for determination results to the MSs. The

first UL scheduling and the transmission of the first indication information may

correspond to operations 612 to 614 in FIG. 6.

[300] Thereafter, in operation 1815, upon receiving the aperiodic second UL training signal

from the MSs included in the paths corresponding to the first indication information,



the BS may perform second UL channel measurement and second UL scheduling,

generate second indication information based on the results thereof, and transmit the

second indication information to the MSs included in the final path. The final path

represents a path to be used to transmit UL data. The second UL channel measurement,

the second UL scheduling, and the transmission of the second indication information

may correspond to operations 618 to 622 in FIG. 6.

[301] Thereafter, in operation 1820, the BS may receive UL data from the MSs included in

the final path.

[302] FIG. 18b is a flowchart illustrating an operation of an MS according to the third em

bodiment of the present disclosure.

[303] Referring to FIG. 18b, in operation 1830, upon receiving a first DL training signal

that is periodically received from a BS, the MS may perform first DL channel mea

surement and MS DL scheduling for the received first DL training signal, generate first

feedback information based on the results thereof, and transmit the first feedback in

formation to the BS. The first DL channel measurement, the MS DL scheduling and

the transmission of the first feedback information may correspond to operations 606 to

610 in FIG. 6.

[304] In operation 1835, the MS may receive, from the BS, first indication information that

is generated depending on the results of first UL scheduling performed based on the

first feedback information.

[305] In operation 1840, the MS may transmit an aperiodic second UL training signal

based on the first feedback information. Thereafter, in operation 1845, the MS may

receive second indication information that is generated depending on the results of

second UL channel measurement and second UL scheduling, which are performed

based on the aperiodic second UL training signal. In operation 1850, the MS may

transmit UL data via the resources and final path included in the second indication in

formation.

[306] As is apparent from the foregoing description, the present disclosure may provide a

detailed procedure for transmission/reception and feedback of training signals, which

is included in the scheduling process for selecting an optimal beam combination for

application of analog beamforming, thereby to reduce the resources and delay time

required in the scheduling process, contributing to the minimization of the scheduling

complexity and the maximization of the communication efficiency. In addition, the

scheduling process of the present disclosure may include a process of determining

whether to additionally apply digital precoding, based on the results of channel mea

surement due to the mobility of the MS, thereby contributing to the maximization of

the communication efficiency.

[307] While the present disclosure has been shown and described with reference to various



embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and

scope of the present disclosure as defined by the appended claims and their

equivalents.



Claims
[Claim 1] A scheduling method for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling method comprising:

determining whether to transmit an aperiodic second training signal,

using first feedback information for a first training signal that is peri

odically transmitted, the first feedback information being received from

at least one Mobile Station (MS); and

upon determining to transmit the second training signal, transmitting

the second training signal to MSs selected using the first feedback in

formation, and performing scheduling on DownLink (DL) data based

on second feedback information for the received second training signal.

[Claim 2] The scheduling method of claim 1, wherein the determining of whether

to transmit the second training signal includes:

determining, based on the first feedback information, a Multi-Input

Multi-Output (MIMO) mode to be used during transmission of the DL

data, and at least one candidate path to which the MIMO mode is to be

applied; and

determining to transmit the second training signal, if a condition is

satisfied in which, if the MIMO mode is applied to the at least one

candidate path, an expected performance is less than a predetermined

performance reference.

[Claim 3] The scheduling method of claim 2, further comprising:

transmitting indication information including the MIMO mode and

configuration information for the at least one candidate path, and the

second training signal via the at least one candidate path,

wherein the configuration information for the candidate path includes

indication information of a transmit antenna and a transmit beam of a

Base Station (BS) that transmits the second training signal, and in

dication information of a receive antenna and a receive beam of each of

the MSs included in the candidate path.

[Claim 4] The scheduling method of claim 2, wherein the second training signal

is transmitted just before the transmission of the DL data.

[Claim 5] The scheduling method of claim 1, wherein the first feedback in

formation includes at least one of at least one candidate path in which a

channel value for the first training signals exceeds a preset threshold or

has a maximum value, a channel value or received power information

of the candidate path, transfer rate -related information determined



when a Single-User Multi-Input Multi-Output (SU-MIMO) mode is

applied to the at least one candidate path, and a precoder value to be

used in the SU-MIMO mode.

[Claim 6] The scheduling method of claim 1, further comprising:

upon determining not to transmit the second training signal, allocating

resources and at least one final path for transmission of the DL data

using the first feedback information; and

transmitting the DL data via the at least one final path using the

resources.

[Claim 7] The scheduling method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining whether to transmit an aperiodic third training signal for an

UpLink (UL) using the first feedback information;

upon determining to transmit the third training signal for the UL,

transmitting indication information for a MIMO mode that is de

termined using the first feedback information and is to be used during

transmission of UL data, and for at least one candidate path to which

the MIMO mode is to be applied, to MSs included in the at least one

candidate path; and

upon receiving the aperiodic third training signal via MSs included in

the at least one candidate path, allocating resources and at least one

final path for transmission of the UL data based on the results of

channel measurement for the second training signal.

[Claim 8] A scheduling method for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling method comprising:

after transmitting, to a Base Station (BS), first feedback information

about channel measurement of a first training signal that is periodically

transmitted from the BS, waiting for reception of a second training

signal that is aperiodically transmitted via a receive antenna and a

receive beam corresponding to first indication information generated

based on the first feedback information; and

after transmitting second feedback information about channel mea

surement of the second training signal to the BS, receiving second in

dication information including a final path for DownLink (DL) data,

which is scheduled based on the second feedback information.

[Claim 9] The scheduling method of claim 8, wherein the second training signal

is received just before the transmission of the DL data.

[Claim 10] The scheduling method of claim 8, further comprising receiving the DL

data via a receive antenna and a receive beam corresponding to each of



at least one candidate path corresponding to the first indication in

formation.

[Claim 11] A scheduling method for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling method comprising:

determining whether to transmit an aperiodic second training signal,

based on a channel measurement value for a first training signal that is

periodically transmitted from at least one Mobile Station (MS);

upon determining to transmit the second training signal, transmitting

indication information for at least one candidate path selected based on

the channel value, to MSs included in the at least one candidate path;

and

upon receiving the aperiodic second training signal from the MSs, al

locating resources and a final path to be used to transmit UpLink (UL)

data based on a channel measurement value for the second training

signal.

[Claim 12] The scheduling method of claim 11, wherein the at least one candidate

path or the final path includes information about the BS's receive

antenna and receive beam, and the MS's transmit antenna and transmit

beam, which are mapped to the path.

[Claim 13] The scheduling method of claim 11, wherein the second training signal

is received just before the reception of the UL data.

[Claim 14] A scheduling method for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling method comprising:

after periodically transmitting a first training signal, receiving, from a

Base Station (BS), first indication information for at least one candidate

path selected based on a channel measurement value for the first

training signal;

transmitting an aperiodic second training signal with the BS's receive

antenna and a receive beam via a transmit beam of a transmit antenna

corresponding to the first indication information; and

after receiving, from the BS, a second indication information for

resources and a final path allocated based on a channel measurement

value of the second training signal, transmitting UpLink (UL) data via

the final path.

[Claim 15] The scheduling method of claim 14, wherein the second training signal

is transmitted just before the reception of the UL data.

[Claim 16] A scheduling apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling apparatus being configured to perform one of



method of claim 1 to claim 7.

A scheduling apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling apparatus being configured to perform one of

method of claim 8 to claim 10.

A scheduling apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling apparatus being configured to perform one of

method of claim 11 to claim 13.

A scheduling apparatus for beamforming in a mobile communication

system, the scheduling apparatus being configured to perform one of

method of claim 14 to claim 15.
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